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As Turkish Literature Abroad Center (TURLA), we have started our activities in 2017. Our aims are to promote Turkish
literature, create a network between local and international publishers, give consulting services for our publishers to
support their development internationally. As a one year Project, we have made a remarkable progress.
●
We have formed 3 catalogs; collective fiction, nonfiction, and children’s books catalogs to represent 61 publishers from Turkey.
●
We have participated in 6 international book fairs in 2017: London, Bologna, Abu Dhabi, Seoul, Frankfurt and
Sharjah
●
In 2018, our fair program is: London, Bologna, Kuala Lumpur, Sao Paolo, Indonesia, Frankfurt and Guadalajara. We are meeting with international publishers as well as publishing representatives to create a network and to talk
about the opportunities to cooperate.
●
In 2017, we have made meetings with over 800 international publishers from 68 countries. And through us, our
publishers have signed 378 precontracts with foreign publishers.
●
We have arranged workshops for our publishers on topics such as International Markets, How to Attend International Book Fairs, International Copyright Agreements.
●
We have prepared an “International Publishing Markets Report” for our publishers.
●
In 2018, we work on projects for national illustration representation on international platforms.
●
As Turkish Literature Abroad Center, we are very happy to continue to our activities as a Center in 2018. This
is our 2018 catalogs to promote Turkish Literature at international book fairs.
●
We will be at the fairs to: promote Turkish Literature with our brand new catalogs, give consultation services
about the Turkish market, publisher, and trends, discuss cooperation/collaboration for events and projects to bring
different markets together.
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You can contact us if you are interested in Turkish Literature and book market.
Looking forward to meeting you and evaluate the opportunities.
Contact Us
Project Co-Directors:
Beste Bal: beste@yatedam.org
Gamze Erentürk: gamze@yatedam.org
www.yatedam.org
Tel:+90 (216) 339 3606
Fax:+90 (216) 325 1982
Adress: Küçük Çamlıca Mah. Şeker Kaya Sok.
9/A. Üsküdar / İSTANBUL
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publisher
Akide
Şekeri
Publishing

establish
date
2018

Akide Şekeri Publishing is a company that addresses to preschool children, namely 2-6 age group. It introduces books
that aim to contribute to the moral, mental, physical and social development of the children belongs to this age group.

web
akidecocuk
.com

contact person: Cüneyt Dal (English) mail: cuneyt.dal@semerkand.com

Happy Stories (Series-5 Books)
AUTHOR: MEHMET ALİ ÖZKAN

1-

Lost Birds

A blue pigeon, a black swallow and a white seagull are separated from their flocks because of their factitiousness, selfishness
and mistakes. When they come to their senses, they ask wise owl for advise. This wise owl helps them to find their flocks by giving
them some missions which makes them free from their bad habits.
2-

The Rage of the Eagle

An angry eagle living in the forest tries to make other animals leave the forest by misbehaving them. But a crafty plan of the
swallow brings the eagle to his senses. The eagle understands the importance of companionship and living in peace thanks to
the lesson given by his animal friends.
3-

The Ant and the Bee

The ambitious ant works ceaselessly; therefore, he never talks to or make friends with anyone. One day his home is flooded and
he needs help. By helping him, a good-hearted bee shows him the importance of companionship and collaboration.
4-

The Arrogant Butterfly

A butterfly is so arrogant that she looks down on every animal in the forest, even mocking them. That is why she wanders alone in
the forest, not playing with anyone. One day, when she leans towards water to look at her beautiful face, she loses her balance
and falls into the water. Surprisingly, she is rescued by the frog whom she dislike.
5-

The Little Fish

Not listening to his mother’s advise, the litle fish gets lost while playing under the sea. An evil octopus tries to catch this pretty fish
who stands alone in the middle of the deep sea. Fortunately, an old and wise fish comes to the rescue and this bad experience
gives a lesson to remember to this little fish.
Keywords: moral education, companionship, love, contentment, collaboration
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SIZES

pages:

age

21x24 cm

16-32

3-6
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publisher

BEETHOVEN’S EAR TRUMPET

Çikolata
Publishing
House

establish
date
2013

AUTHOR: MELTEM ERİNÇMEN KANOĞLU / ILLUSTRATOR: ERHAN GEZEN
Çikolata Publishing House mainly publishes children’s books
that are especially designed for the “Z” generation who are
digital natives and ate stimulated and motivated in the fast information flow. Thus, the books are narrated in a flowing format that would interest such young readers as both classical
story telling styles are combined with new vibrant narratives
assisted with illustrations. The story lines aim auto-control,

Oh no! Beethoven’s ear trumpet is broken! Well... Then he has to take it to his friend
Volta, to get it fixed. Upon entering Volta’s Shop, the curious Beethoven spots a big
red button and presses it, upon which he instantly finds his cat Lulu and himself at the
base of the Galata Tower. And so a colorful and musical adventure begins...

web
cikolatayayinevi.
com

contact person: Meltem Erinçmen Kanoğlu (English) mail: cikolatayayinevi@gmail.com

Lila The Purple Snail
AUTHOR: MELTEM ERİNÇMEN KANOĞLU / ILLUSTRATOR: ZEYNEP AKTAŞ DURAL

Keywords: Beethoven, ear trumpet, music, 9. Symphony, music types, musical instruments

There are thirty snail eggs under a small rock. When the spring time comes and
the lavenders start to bloom, the snail eggs begin to hatch. One by one baby snails
says hello to a new life outside their shells. However, one of the eggs is purple in
color and late to hatch. Everyone in the garden becomes curious about it. When
the time comes and the purple egg hatches, to everyone’s surprise, a beautiful
purple snail is born. At first, the brown and the green snails were all curious about
this strange looking baby but soon they were all charmed by its cheerfulness and
beauty. It looked so beautiful like the lavender flower and they named it Lila.

you can apply for teda

SIZES
23.5cm x 28.5cm

pages:

age

36

5-7

Novice Explorers – Hattusha’s Sun
AUTHOR: MELTEM ERİNÇMEN KANOĞLU / ILLUSTRATOR: ABDULLAH TURHAN

Five children go to the remains of Hattusha, the last capital of the Hittites, with their
archeologist parents and their professor. While excavations are underway and the
adults are busy with their work, five friends decide to set off for an exhibition tour
around the ruins. As they stop by a tree to rest a bit, the ground stats to shake vigorously
and a landslide deposits the children into the ancient underground tunnels where
they try to find their way out. However, the tunnels are full of secrets and each phase
of the journey reveals a mystery to be solved about the Hittites.
English reading copy is
available

Keywords: Critical thinking, awareness, questioning, equality, respect
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SIZES
22.5 cm x 22.5 cm

Keywords: Archeology, history, geography, adventure, Hittites
pages:

age

24

3-5

Copyright Sold:
Lebanon (Arabic)

Çikolata Publishing House
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SIZES
19 cm x 26 cm

pages:

age

112

10-12

Çikolata Publishing House
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What is Media?

The Sun Planet 1 - Outer World Expedition

AUTHOR: Meltem Erinçmen Kanoğlu

AUTHOR: Meltem Erinçmen Kanoğlu

(4 Books Series)
The book is designed to give media literacy lessons to young readers aged 10-12. It
answers questions such as what is media?, what is its structure?, what is the target audience?, How does it create? Does it have a financial worry?, does it send messages?.
Children will be able to understand what media consists of, what it aims, who creates
the message, for whom the message is created and for which reasons. Thus, they will
be conscious audiences of media content.

The Sun Planet 1 - Outer World Expedition is the first volume in a series of four
books. The dystopic story takes place in the year 2150 in Istanbul where global
warming has already caused the climate change to alter lifestyles. The harsh
environment of the wasteland leads people to live in biospheres where energy
is obtained from wind, water currents, and the sun. The inhabitants are billed
for how much energy is spent for the treatment of their waste.
They own only four outfits that are auto-cleaned by nano-technology and
have never seen a fruit on a tree as agriculture is done in separate biospheres.
The children go out of the biosphere, at the age of 12 as part of a short school
trip. A sudden tornado throws four classmates, who are not the very best of
friends, to a remote and distant place and from then onward they set-off to
an adventure in search of their home biosphere, whilst learning to survive.

Keywords: Media literacy, media devices, education, simulacra, media texts

you can apply for teda

SIZES
22.5 cm x 22.5 cm

11th Edition

pages:

age

46

10-12

Badem VS the Giant Stairs
AUTHOR: MELTEM ERİNÇMEN KANOĞLU / ILLUSTRATOR: ERHAN GEZEN

It is time for four puppies to go out of the room they were born. When they do so, they
come to the edge of very tall stairs. They are all scared at first. Then, their mother
comes and tells them to imagine who they would like to be so that they would be
brave enough to step down the stairs. One imagines herself to be a ballerina, the
other a magician, another puppy an astronaut. However, Badem could not imagine
anything until his siblings broke something in the kitchen and shouted. Then, Badem
decides he would be a knight that saves the others. When he gets down the stairs he
looks back to the stairs and realizes a problem would not be as big as he imagined
after he stars dealing with it.

Keywords: Global-warming, climate-change, problem-solving, experimentation, pedagogy

Keywords: Obstacles, solutions, motivation, family, puppies
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SIZES
23.5cm x 28.5cm

pages:

age

48

4-6

Çikolata Publishing House
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SIZES
13.5 cm x 19.5 cm

pages:
160

Çikolata Publishing House

age
10-14
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publisher
Çizmeli Kedi
Publishing
Company

establish
date
2009

Çizmeli Kedi Publishing Company generally tended towards
the German Children Literature, however did not neglect the
Turkish authors as well. Since the company did not use the
literature for dictation, great attention was paıd to publish
books that children would be eager to read. In this scope, it
received support from respected translators and academicians. The company welcomed illustrators that keen on details
instead of self-repeating drawers. For the people of all ages,
who describe themselves as ‘reader’; there is a little Çizmeli
Kedi Library from now on.

Happy Whale Family
AUTHOR: NURGÜL ATEŞ

Two whales in love finally get married and they have twins. At first, they were very happy
but the father starts to change when kids come to school-age. He wants his children
to come in first in every subject. I mean both of them…Well, is it possible to have two
winners? Besides, do they always have to be at the top? When the teacher tells father
not to push them about lessons, he is convinced. However, he becomes obsessed with
their talents after a while. As he believes that his children are so talented, he enrols his
daughter into music course and his son into a sculpture lessons. Even though they are
really unhappy and bad at these courses, they cannot object their lovely father. He
needs to be confronted with his children’s incapacity. There is a difference between
talent, and love and respect. Today, many families want their children to be very talented, successful and special, instead they claim that. Here, two untalented children
are forced by their father who is the victim of his own ambitions. What makes this book
special is its display of the ordinary problems of the ordinary children, unlike many
other mainstream books that reflect talented and special children.

contact person: Murat Batmankaya (English) mail: batmankaya@cizmelikedi.biz

My House Human
AUTHOR: NURGÜL ATEŞ

This book differs from other books about the right to live. It is not only a
fiction but also a dystopian book. Switching roles of humans and cats
but keeping world problems as they are ease empathetical approach.
Besides, it makes readers to question the concept of power.
The book narrates a world where humans and cats change roles. In the
cat society, humans are pets and cats can adopt a human. Güneş, a
journalist cat, also adopts a human from the human shelter in his neighbourhood. Yet, he has no idea on how to take care of a human being.
At that time, he realises a sector: exploitation of human sitting. It makes
him curious and he starts to research on humans living in shelters. There
is a difference in the number of humans entering shelters and adopted
from shelters. Where are some humans? He realises that some of them
are sold to laboratories as a human subject. Even some are killed for
their hair since female cats make hairbands for themselves. It reflects the
reality of killing a living being for its hair. Then he realises that humans
in the shelter are well-cared, elegant and clean. But where are disabled
and ill-conditioned ones?

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12,5 x 19 cm

pages:

age

168

9+

48

6-8

This is the story of a chicken who is proud of her finances and despises others who
have financial impossibilities. Just started the school, Gıdı is determined not to follow the rules. She goes to school with her well-cared hair and polished nails, like a
model going to a fashion shoot. Her teacher wants to see her mother and asks about
the situation of this fashionista. Her mother gets worried and asks: I didn’t dress her
up today, her care taker did. Did she get dressed too absurd? The teacher advises
the mother chicken not to let her daughter wear elegantly when she comes to school.
Incidents take place in a private school where some students take education thanks to
bursaries, while others are able to pay certain amount of money for their education.
Being among the second group, Gıdı makes fun of scholarship students. However,
there is one thing she doesn’t know: a student of whom she thinks as a scholarship
student and makes fun is actually the owner of the company where her father works
as a general manager.

you can apply for teda
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age

AUTHOR: NURGÜL ATEŞ

English reading
copy is available

Çizmeli Kedi Publishing Company

pages:

Miss Chicken

The more Güneş asks similar questions, the more the story becomes
interesting. Human-lover activists make protests. It is now the talk of the
town: How ethical is it to use pet humans as a subject in laboratories?
Small companies go bankrupt and large ones launch human-friendly
products to the market. While Güneş tries to reflect on the issue, he actually helps large companies to overtake the sector. Is it a success? Or
who is unsuccessful? Who owns the media? When Güneş thinks that he
discloses the secret of companies, does he instead help them to gain
more power?

you can apply for teda

SIZES
16 x 19 cm
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SIZES
16 x 19 cm

pages:

age

48

6-8

Çizmeli Kedi Publishing Company
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publisher

The Droplet Being

Damla
Publishing

AUTHOR: NURGÜL ATEŞ

establish
date

Droplet beings are little, transparent, humanlike beings. They carry rain in their backpacks and it is their duty to protect their backpacks. Otherwise, they will be punished.
One day, a droplet ear drops on human beings’ talk and hears of something named
literature. The more she listens to stories told to children in schools and homes, the
more she becomes curious about literature. When she tells this to her friends, they
become angry since it is undesirable to spend time on something that is out of her duty.

1974

The company has been established in 1974 as the first publishing house which was only dedicated to children’s literature. With the high professional staff, Damla Publishing, along
with its Imprint, is now one of the biggest and highly reputed
publishing houses in Turkey.
Imprint: Damlasoft, Mavi Göl Yayınları, D Publishing Bilgili
Yayıncılık, Genç Damla, Minik Damla, Damla Eğitim
Mihrabad Yayınları

web
damlayayinevi.
com.tr

‘There has to be a way,’ thinks the droplet being, and starts to write down all stories that
she knows or listens partially, and then gives these stories to child droplet beings. They
become so influenced that they rebel for more stories to read in schools and homes.
Directors of droplet beings hold an urgent meeting and decide to send a team to the
land to learn about this ‘troublesome’ literature. Droplet spies also carry rain like
others, not to draw attention, and at that time, it rains heavily that human beings are
very surprised.

English reading copy is
available

you can apply for teda

SIZES
13,5 x 19 cm

pages:

age

64

6+

contact person: Emre Can Petek (English, Azerbaijani, Bosnian, Serbian, Croation, Macedonian)
mail: ecpetek@damlayayinevi.com.tr

The Ghost on the Mountain
AUTHOR: SARA GÜRBÜZ ÖZEREN

The protagonist spends time with his father in their mountain house. At the time
when he gets bored, his friends come to visit them and strange incidents happen.
In this chain of peculiar events, they find themselves in chasing a ghost, a shadow
that is thought to be the main reason of these strange incidents

12.000 copies

The Soap Bubble Puffer
AUTHOR: NURGÜL ATEŞ

Copyright Sold:
Albanian

English reading copy is
available

The setting of the story is a town in Istanbul, named Kurtuluş. Ali, Uğur and Agop are
three friends. One day, a fire breaks out in Grand Bazaar, and the shop owned by
Uğur’s father gets damaged badly. As Ali’s father is a seller in a market, they financially
support Uğur’s family by selling undamaged products salvaged from the fire. Agop’s
mother, Janet, is an opera singer and they own a jewellery shop which is closed for
years and inherited from his deceased father, Vartan. For the sake of Uğur’s mother,
Janet reopens the shop and motivates her to sell food produced by herself.
When a Turkish family has difficult times, A Kurdish and Armenian family help them
by joining hands with them.
In a country like Turkey where there are many ethnic communities, themes such as
solidarity, collaboration and living in peace are narrated through a building block of
a society: a family. The novel reflects the richness of local life cultures.

English reading copy is
available

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12,5 x 19 cm

pages:
96

age
9+

Çizmeli Kedi Publishing Company

9.000 copies
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Keywords: horror, self-confidence, companionship, mystery, solitude
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SIZES
13.5 x 21 cm

pages:

age

208

9+

Damla Publishing
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ROOKIE INSPECTORS ( 3 book Series)

Grandchildren of an Inventor (Series-5 Books)

AUTHOR: ESRA AVGÖREN

AUTHOR: NUR DOMBAYCI

Narrating a different adventure in every book, series succeed in taking attention from
many worldwide publishers, particularly from those in Turkey.

Ceyda and Beyza are twins born as an inventor just like their grandfather.
They always sneak into his laboratory and get themselves into trouble. Once,
they even drink a secret potion that their grandfather prepared. In the end,
they become smaller like Alice and turn into their cat’s favorite toy and prey.
Fortunately, their pet mouse is the experiment partner of their grandfather
and saves their lives. The entertaining adventures of Ceyda and Beyza are
also intriguing for children of the world.

Keywords: Global-warming, climate-change, problem-solving, experimentation, pedagogy

Keywords: science, invention, intelligence, entertainment, experiment

Characters in the book are admired for their intelligence, however, they are so mischievous that many people stay away from them. Dedicating themselves to solve any
kind of suspicious incident at school, characters are sometimes found guilty and get
into a scrape due to misunderstandings.

you can apply for teda

SIZES
13.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

96

8+

Rights Sold: Indonesian,
English, Mongolian,
Kazakh, Russian
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SIZES
13.5 x 19.5 cm

The Recycling HOLDING

The Underground Mystery

AUTHOR: SARA GÜRBÜZ ÖZEREN

AUTHOR: NECATİ AKBABA

pages:

age

48

8+

Rights Sold:
Indonesian, Arabic

While playing in their yard, their ball falls into the well, and protagonists find themselves in a completely different world. They show hieroglyphics suddenly appeared
in the well to experts and decides to investigate the situation. When they go back and
deeper in the well, they discover traces of a civilization. Fascinated by this exciting
adventure, protagonists will experience the old and the new, the ancient and modern
life together, and have an unforgettable adventure.

A group of friends try to raise environmental awareness, and their little, innocent efforts
quickly reach an unexpected level. Starting with recycling materials made of plastic
and paper, characters in the book put more effort in raising people’s awareness on
the environment by carrying out activities about poisonous greenhouse gases. They hit
the bullseye when they take over an old factory and turn it into a recycling company.

A 20-page sample
is available.

Keywords: horror, adventure, action, history, companionship

Keywords: companionship, teamwork, recycling, environmental consciousness, helpfulness

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12.5x18.5 cm

pages:

age

136

9+

Damla Publishing

Rights Sold:
Albanian
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SIZES
13.5x21 cm

pages:

age

224

9+

Damla Publishing

Rights Sold:
Albanian
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publisher

The Grumpy Kid

Dogan
Egmont
Publishing

AUTHOR: SARA GÜRBÜZ ÖZEREN

establish
date
1996

The protagonist is the Benjamin of the family. When he was born, everyone is
baffled since he was unexpectedly a grumpy baby. Unfortunately, this never
changes, even when he grows up, and townsfolk starts to call him “the grumpy
kid”. Also, there is a wuthering forest surrounding the town, and no one finds
out where and why all of these wuthers come from. While the townsfolk try to
solve the mystery of the gloomy forest that people are afraid of passing by
for years, the grumpy kid takes his sleepwalker brother out of the forest. After
that, the protagonist decides to solve the mystery and steps into the forest with
his little friends, and the adventure begins.

Doğan Egmont Publishing is a joint venture of Danish Egmont
Group and Doğan Group established in 1996. Doğan Media
Group is active in a wide range of fields including leading
newspapers (Hürriyet, Posta), magazines and publishing, television and radio broadcasting (Kanal D) and production, as
well as the Internet, digital world, print and distribution.

web
dogankitap
.com.tr

contact person: Özgür Emir (English) mail: oemir@de.com.tr

The Quest in the Forest
AUTHOR: GÖKTUĞ CANBABA / ILLUSTRATOR: EREN ARIK

Deniz is only twelve years old and he doesn’t have any friends at school. In the
eyes of people, he is a crazy boy who dreams all the time! The reason has been
his father’s mysterious stories being told to him ever since he was a little child.
His father has created a world full of various weird creatures, and according to
legend, this world hidden behind a door is the twin sister of Istanbul and the door
is controlled by a watchman. Should Deniz believe in these stories?
There is a hidden truth that Deniz doesn’t know: the watchman is his father
separating these two worlds from each other. And, one day, this challenging
task would be in the possession of his son. On the way to this dangerous journey
to ‘the quest in the forest’, Deniz is going to find himself in an adventure that he
couldn’t even imagine.

English reading copy is
available

English reading
copy is available

20.000
copıes
sold

Keywords: horror, adventure, action, companionship, goodness
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SIZES
13.5x21 cm

Keywords: companionship, imagination, tales, adventure, legends
pages:
189

age
9+

Rights Sold:
English, Russian, Kazakh

Damla Publishing
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SIZES
13.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

264

10-14

Dogan Egmont Publishing
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The Cat in the Suitcase

publisher

AUTHOR: GÖKTUĞ CANBABA / ILLUSTRATOR: SEDAT GİRGİN

Düş
Değirmeni

Kiki was a domestic cat who lived on the top floor of the apartment overlooking
the Galata Tower. She had a superb comfort; sleeping in her warm bed all
the time. She didn’t know anything about the outer world at all… until she fell
asleep in a suitcase of a family preparing for vacation.

web
erdemyayinlari.

Düş Değirmeni is established to introduce religious and moral
topics to children in a fictional and aesthetical way. Its books
tell children how to behave in their daily life as well as about
themes such as kindness, respect and religion. In order for
children to understand easily, books are written in a literary
point of view.
A Sub-brand of Erdem Group Publishing

com

When she opened her eyes, Kiki found herself in the Paris airport, and she
didn’t know what to do. She was a stranger on the streets. She didn’t have the
slightest idea on how to get back to home.
When Kiki went out to explore the neighbourhood, she came across with a
small rat, Toro Dustnose, and she was about to have an adventure never to
be forgotten!

contact person: Esma Ceceli (English, French) mail: e.ceceli@erdemyayinlari.com.tr

With Kiki’s story full of entertainments, you will witness the power of companionship, collaboration and love.

Fikri and Fahri (Series-5 books)

English reading
copy is available

AUTHOR: NEHİR AYDIN GÖKDUMAN / ILLUSTRATOR: BÜŞRA KAYGIN
GÖKTUĞ CAN BABA

Fikri and Fahri are best friends living in the same apartment. Fikri has wide ideas
whereas Fahri has many interests. Even though they are completely different, they
get along well. In each book, they constantly go on various adventures arising from
Fikri’s strange ideas.

GÖKTUĞ CANBABA

Fikri and Fahri (Series-5 books)
1. Shoes Don’t Have Feet
2. International Kitty Day
3. The Course of Flying Airplanes
4. Disconnected from the World
5. Famous Writers at Work

GÖKTUĞ CANBABA

70

206

16

Keywords: companionship, love, love for animals, collaboration, family values
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SIZES
13.5x17.8 cm

pages:
212

age
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9-12

Dogan Egmont Publishing
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SIZES
13.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

64 (each book)

8+
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Idea-generator Fikri (Series: 5 books)

Story Locksmith (Series-3 Books)

AUTHOR: NEHIR AYDIN GÖKDUMAN ILLUSTRATOR: BÜŞRA KAYGIN

AUTHOR: AYŞE SEVİM / ILLUSTRATOR: SÜMEYYE EROĞLU

Here comes Fikri and Fahri! They are best friends in the pursuit of unusual adventures! These completely different buddies live
in the same apartment and go through strange incidents: they believe that the world will be out of ice cream; therefore, they
stock all fridges with ice cream; they try to contact with NASA since they misunderstand the concept of global warming; they
invent new places to escape from their nightmare: maths. Idea-generator Fikri and his curious friend Fahri will find themselves
in unexpected, future adventures.
1. A Bizarre Escape Plan
2. A Place Without Maths
3. 55 Kilos of Chocolate
4. Unexpected Things Day
5. Two Tickets for Paris

Story Locksmith unlocks doors of three stories for you. Every door is unlocked by a key just as every story is opened by a story
locksmith. Have you ever seen a story locksmith before? Let me tell you in advance: every story locksmith seems a bit crazy. Otherwise, no one would be interested in opening doors, right? Under the guidance of the Story Locksmith, are you ready to travel
to other worlds and times?
Lift of Peculiarity
Nothing would have happened to him, if he hadn’t passed that street on the way back from school and hadn’t come across a note. If he
hadn’t walked into the hotel and had run away when he had seen the weird old woman for the first time, things could have been different. But
he wouldn’t be able to see the Story Locksmith, a giant fish named Nefes [Breath], Selman who lives in the future and Istanbul in the 1700s.
Most importantly, he wouldn’t be able to know Mabah who encourages and motivates him. This is the story of Selman-ı Farisi and Şaban
who find themselves in an unexpected journey on the way back from school.
Age of Dragons
When Şaban visits a museum for a school trip, he hopes to see the Story Locksmith. Suddenly, the time freezes and the Story Locksmith
appears as a thief along with a horse. The itinerary of the journey is ancient times and he will visit Kürşad, the protagonist of the Legend of
Kürşad. When he fights with Chinese soldiers, snakes and dragons, a book about Prophet Ali, given by the Story Locksmith, encourages him
in his challenging journey.
Poisonous Hands
Şaban poisons every plant that he touches. When he doesn’t know what to do, the Story Locksmith takes him to another world. Living together
with slaves there, Şaban has to fight with giant insects, mechanic creatures, a snake forest and half-blooded people who only believe in
science. In his struggle, the war between Prophet Davut and Calut guides him.

Story Locksmith (Series-3 Books)
1.
2.
3.

Lift of Peculiarity
Age of Dragons
Poisonous Hands

Keywords: fiction, entertaining, funny story
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SIZES
13x21 cm

pages:
128 (Each Book)

age
11+

English reading copy is
available

Düş Değirmeni
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14x21 cm

pages:
128 (each book)

age
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publisher
EDAM Educational
Research,
Consultation and
Publishing, Inc.

establish
date
2000

web

EDAM is an Educational Research, Consultancy, and Publishing company based in Istanbul, Turkey. EDAM works with
public and private institutions carrying out research, project
management, and consultancy. EDAM is also a boutique publishing house focusing on select children’s books, hobby books
and a small range of non-fiction books for adults focusing in
the field of educational philosophy and religion. While publishing its own books EDAM also works with many prestigious
publishing houses from around the world bringing their best
books to the Turkish book market.

Mirror Mirror on the Wall
AUTHOR: NERİMAN KARATEKİN

Funny, entertaining and interesting personality questionnaires will help children learn
more about themselves. The mirror will reflect what is inside you!

Imprint: Perese, Birdirbir, Helik, Karakter Okulu

edam
.com.tr

contact person: Zeynep Alp (English) mail: zeynep.alp@edam.com.tr

A Kingdom of Ice
Keywords: personality, truthfulness, questionnaire, honesty

AUTHOR: HATİCE IŞILAK DURMUŞ
AUTHOR:

Imagine a kingdom made of ice. The beds, the cars, the trees...
everything is made of ice. Suddenly, the ice starts to melt and there is a
large hole that is swallowing everything. The daughter of the ruler has
one choice: She has to find out what is happening and save her people.
The Kingdom of Ice is a story about responsibility, perseverance and
female empowerment.

SIZES
20 x 27 cm

you can apply for teda

pages:

age

48

7-12

Secret Experiment
AUTHOR: Yıldırım Örer

A scientist is working on a secret project that can shrink people to tiny proportions. He
has two novices who are helping him out. This invention is going to change the world
as we know it. But it is very important to protect it from falling into the wrong hands.
One day something terrible happens while the scientist is away. This is a story about
courage, friendship, and responsibility!

Keywords: #PictureBook #courage #leadership

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
20 x 27 CM

pages:

age

24

7-12

English reading copy is
available

EDAM Educational Research, Consultationand Publishing, Inc.
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SIZES
20 x 27 cm

pages:

age

88

7-13

EDAM Educational Research, Consultationand Publishing, Inc.

46.000
Copies
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Hostage

ZEHRA’S DIARY SERIES ON BOOK (1O Books)

AUTHOR: Frederich Von Schiller

AUTHOR: Hatİce Işılak Durmuş
AUTHOR: AHMET MERCAN, NERIMAN KARATEKIN, HASAN AYCIN
AUTHOR:

How strong is your friendship? How far will you go to help out your friend? A famous
ballad, The Hostage, about heroism and friendship by Friedrich von Schiller has been
adapted into a full color story book. A timeless story with beautiful illustrations.

Zehra is an inquisitive girl who is very active. She is very close to her family and she has many
friends. Her attitude sometimes gets her into trouble but she always finds a way out and learns
to be a socially and ethically responsible person.

Keywords: friendship, honesty, Keeping Promises, courage

you can apply for teda

SIZES
16,6 x 23,5 cm

pages:

age

16

7-12

English reading copy is
available

A Guest From the Sea
AUTHOR:NEZİRE DEMİR

The little boy wanted a goldfish for his tiny aquarium. They were poor, and didn’t
have any money to buy extras. Also, where would his granddad find goldfish in that
tiny fishing village? One day as the old man was gathering the fishnets, a small fish
fell right in front of the boy, wiggling and trying to get back into the sea. Was this a gift
of the sea? What would the little boy do?

30.500
Copies

Keywords: illustrated, hope, patience, emphathy
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SIZES
21X29,7 cm

Keywords: creative illustrations

pages:

age

16

7-12

English reading copy is
available

EDAM Educational Research, Consultation and Publishing, Inc.
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SIZES
12 x 17 CM

pages:

age

32

7-13+

EDAM Educational Research, Consultation and Publishing, Inc.

English reading copy is
available
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publisher

Adventures of the Crows (Series-6 Books)

Erdem
Kids

establish
date
1984

Erdem Kids is the sub-brand of Erdem Publishing Group. With
a 30-year experience, it introduces qualified books in the following genres: fiction, classics, modern, and non-fiction. Every book, selected by specialists, aims to make children gain
reading habit, have a good time, learn manners. Today,
Erdem is open to new ideas and becomes a world brand.

web
erdemyayinlari
.com.tr

AUTHOR: MELİKE GÜNYÜZ / Illustrator: Reza Hemmatirad
AUTHOR:

The Land of Crows is a place where tiny and cute ravens live. These black ravens are adorable characters. Gukki the singer is a baby
raven who sings like a canary and looks for a place where others will enjoy his songs and accept him. Is there such a place? Gaki is
very friendly with his neighbours, the Blue Feathers. But he does not want to be just a friend, instead he wants to be just like them.
He even wants to live with them. Can a raven be like a Blue Feather? Dressy Chocolate wants her beak to be just like the beak of a
magpie, so she decides to have a surgery. Can the beak of a raven be turned into a magpie beak? What would happen if it could
be? Would you like to travel to the Land of Crows where you can hear the music played in a simple and funny way?

1. Gaki The Blue

2. Dressy Chocolate

3. Cotton Raven

4. Gukki The Singer

5. Where Did the Moon Go?

6. Song Contest

contact person: Esma Ceceli (English, French) mail: e.ceceli@erdemyayinlari.com.tr

The Prince of Spring
AUTHOR: MELİKE GÜNYÜZ / Illustrator: Vaghar Aghaei
AUTHOR:

The author emphasises the importance of imagination and labour by criticising
the consumption culture for children as well as the consideration of ‘image’ as targets to be purchased. The text is supported by relevant collages and illustrations.
Just like everyone else, the Little Feather is curious about what sellers bring to
the Land of Crows and thinks they can make dreams come true. He loves the
beautiful products of dream sellers and buys a perfume bottle. However, the
bottle is neither full nor smell good. The Little Feather will fill the bottle and make
it smell sweet, but how?

RIGHTS SOLD:
GERMAN, ENGLISH, BULGARIAN, CHINESE,
KOREAN, ARABIC, BOSNIA- HERZAGOVINA

Keywords: finger print, art activity, fiction, picture book
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SIZES
21x26 cm

pages:

age

32

6+

English reading copy is
available

Erdem Kids
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SIZES
20x20 cm

age

pages:
24 (each book)

4+

Erdem Kids

English reading copy is
available
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publisher

The Most Ordinary Tree in the Forest

Erkam
Publishing

AUTHOR: HATİCE ÖZDEMİR TÜLÜN / ILLUSTRATOR: BÜŞRA KAYGIN

establish
date
1980

All humans and all children are special. However, it takes some time for children to
realise their uniqueness. The Most Ordinary Tree in the Forest legendarily tells such a
sensitive story in the forest setting. In this tale where forest animals and kids become
protagonists, the author narrates the self-awareness of ‘the most ordinary tree in the
forest’.

Established in 1980, Erkam Publishing has intensively published in the field of Sufism in Turkey. So far, it has 700 books,
with franchises both in Turkey and abroad. It publishes books
on education, culture, philosophy, literature and children’s
books while having translations over 50 languages. The company keeps publishing in its headquarter with its experienced
team and attends both national and international book fairs.
Number of Books: 650

web
erkamyayinlari.

Pitipat is an ordinary tree in the most beautiful forest in the world. While redwood, oak,
common ivy, fungi and mantis speak highly of their talents, he has nothing to say. One
day, children come to the forest and admire him. What arouses their interest in Pitipat?

Sub-brands: Kampanya, Genç, Altın Çocuk, Şebnem, Güzel
Çocuk, Ufuk Eğitim Kitapları, Rehberim Kitapları

com

contact person: Beytullah Demircioğlu mail: beytullahde@gmail.com

My Divine Prophet
AUTHOR: Hİlal Acar

you can apply for teda

SIZES
21x26 cm

pages:

age

24

6+

English reading copy is
available

Who could tell the life of our beloved Prophet better than an innocent heart of a
child? This book aims to tell the story of the Prophet’s life, full of blues and joys,
from a pure and innocent child’s perspective.
Siraç loves going on adventures in the world of books. In My Divine Prophet, we
want our kids to travel back in time, discover new sentiments, and widen their
worlds.

Eda The Clever Dedective: New School, New Adventure

Our children will have the joy of getting to know our beloved Prophet’s admirable
life with a closer look.

AUTHOR: MERYEM UÇAR / ILLUSTRATOR: AÇELYA BETÜL GÖNÜLLÜ

Thanks to this book connecting our children with the Prophet, there is a deep,
emotional bond built between them.

Eda is a 11-year-old girl interested in mystery. She can even be the best dedective in the
world. She is never afraid of anything and nothing is impossible to her. When she moves
a new town, Eda and her friends realise that something is wrong. Although she wants
to investigate the situation, she promises her parents not to get into trouble. However,
she gets suspicious of school bus driver and the adventure begins. Will Eda and her
friends solve the mysterious incidents happened in the bus and catch the criminals?

Mothers and fathers, who want their children to start this journey to Heaven with
our almighty Prophet, are you ready?

Keywords: fluent, lyrical, intriguing, Islamic history
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SIZES
12,5x21 cm

pages:
128

age
13+

English reading copy is
available

Erdem Kids
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SIZES
15 cm x 21cm

pages:

age

288

+12

		

Erkam Publishing

English reading
copy is available
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Oyster The Missing Treasure

Sayings of Prophet Muhammad

AUTHOR: Hİlal Acar

AUTHOR: E
 sma Budak- Handan Yalvaç Arıcı

Our Prophet’s unique sayings know the ways lead to heaven. They call the ones who
listen and take the ones by the hand to heaven.

A ship that sunk under the water years ago, a treasure is trapped in that ship, and a
testament telling where to deliver in this treasure… With new characters joining to the
ones you already know from the Oyster Hunters, you will devour the new Oyster The
Missing Treasure so much that you won’t be able to leave it, not even for one second.

Sayings of Prophet Muhammad explains us the Quran, teaches us about life, warns us
about dangers and protects us from the mistakes. The more we hold on to His sayings,
the safer we are.

“Ali Rıza! Demir!”

This book you have will guide you to Heaven. It will be your map to the Pond of Abundance where we will meet our Prophet. While learning about the Prophet’s sayings,
we will also make a promise to meet Him in Heaven.

He yelled. There was no response. He got out of the water, untied the rope around his
waist, stuck the hook to a rock and crawled through the ladder-like steps. When he
arrived at the wide area, he astonished because of the thing he saw. They were lying
on the floor. ‘They can’t be dead, my God, don’t let them be dead’ he said, and shook
Demir by holding his shoulders.

You will feel closer to our Prophet while reading the book and doing the exercises. You
will discover the roads to Heaven with our Prophet Muhammad and his companions
while solving puzzles and doing the experiments in the book.

“Demir, wake up!”

Keywords: personality, truthfulness, questionnaire, honesty

you can apply for teda

SIZES
13.5 cm x19.5 cm

pages:

age

160

9+

you can apply for teda

SIZES
16 cm x 24 cm

Reaching Out to Stars

On My Way to My Prophet

AUTHOR: Hİlal Acar

AUTHOR: Menşure Şuşoğlu - Nİgar Büşra Bahçecİ

Dear Children!

pages:

age

196

12+

Written both in accordance with child-centered methods and techniques and in a way
of supporting children’s physical, psychomotor, intellectual, linguistic, social and emotional development, this book is a great resource. It tells the exemplary life of Prophet
Muhammad by using appropriate teaching techniques, such as story-telling, drama,
music, and arts, suited for preschoolers. The book aims not to teach the children the
chronology of events, but to present His exemplary life to them.

In this book you will find stories from the Mesnevi, the Kalila and Dimna, the Bustan
and the Gulistan, and the Nasihatname. These are masterpieces, which has shaped
and enlightened our civilisation, and written by authors such as Rumi, Beydeba, Saadi
Shirazi and Shah Ismail. We hope you will enjoy these stories with great pleasure.
These interesting and didactic stories will guide you like the stars in the sky. You will
both set out for a journey back in history and reach the stars above.
We took your thoughts and comments into account while preparing this book. Every word
you will learn and every sentence you will write is as valuable as for us as it is for you.
Are you ready? Reaching Out to Stars begins!

Keywords: fluent, lyrical, intriguing, Islamic history
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SIZES
15 cm x21 cm

pages:
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12+

		

Erkam Publishing

SIZES
21 cm x 25 cm
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publisher

My Beloved Prophet

Fidan
Publishing

AUTHOR: Nehİr Aydın Gökduman

establish
date
2003

Our Beloved Prophet was the most beautiful of all.
They say each person has a part of our Prophet in them. Each person’s body
resembles a part of Him and His beauty. How amazing, isn’t it? Who knows
which part of yours resembles? Think about it… Is it your eyes, your skin, or
your teeth?

Fidan Publishing introduces reliable resources for the 6-12
age group with the intent of teaching good morality and Islam.

web
fidancocuk
.com

You definitely have a part of you resembling Him.
How great it is to resemble our Prophet. What’s even greater is to love Him
and to take Him as an example in life and to resemble Him with our feelings
and actions. What a great honor to learn about His life, be brave, generous,
and patient like Him. Wouldn’t you want our hearts to be like His; our eyes to
look as loving and forgiving as His; His words coming out from our lips? Do
we leave sweet smiles and our fragrance behind us?
Who wouldn’t want that, right?
Then, let’s get started with reading and learning about His life.
Go ahead, turn the pages, and watch the most beautiful of the universe, the
most beloved of the God…

contact person: Cüneyt Dal (English) mail: cuneyt.dal@semerkand.com

My First Catechism (Series-5 Books)
AUTHOR: ZEKAİ ŞENGÜN

These books tell basic principles of Islam to children in plain language. The preparation of the series is based on the notion
that ‘a child only feels sympathy for her/his peer’ in terms of language and style.
Books in the Series:
1-My Dear Prophet-72 pages
2-My Good Morality-52 pages
3-Let’s Pray-136 pages
4- Prayer Time-68 pages
5-The Essence of Faith-80 pages

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
15 cm x 21cm

pages:
144

		

age
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Erkam Publishing
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Fidan Publishing
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publisher

Can There Be Two Kings in One Country?

Final Arts
& Culture
Publishing

establish
date
2009

Established in 2009, Final Culture & Arts Publishing is a subbrand of the Final Group which is one of the rooted educational institutions in Turkey. It aims to bring a breath of fresh
air to readers of all ages.

AUTHOR: SEVİL BECKER / ILLUSTRATOR: SAADET CEYLAN

A visually impaired princess and a hearing impaired prince. Who should come
to the throne? While people think that none of them can be a heir to the throne,
they give a lesson to everyone by transforming their ‘so-called’ issues to skills.
It is a tale about determination and accepting differences. By using narrative
techniques of fairy tale, it shows readers that everyone can overcome anything
by solidarity.

Conveying the 25-year experience of Final Group in the area
of education to new areas, Final Culture & Arts Publishing
brings exclusive examples of Turkish and world literature to
readers.

web
finalkultursanat
.com

contact person: Sena Danışman (English), Belce Ünüvar (English)
mail: senadanisman@final.com.tr belceunuvar@final.com.tr

German reading
copy is available

My Uncle and I (Series-5 Books)

Keywords: emotions, collaboration, share, person with disabilities, difference

AUTHOR: Genç Osman Yavaş / Illustrator: Nalan Alaca
AUTHOR:

The adventurous and joyous stories of an uncle and his nephew… When he starts to
tell funny stories to his nephew, uncle’s lunatic world shows up. The uncle and his
best friend, a zebra, create trouble both at the airport and in a fancy restaurant,
they are caught up in a great train robbery. In the end, the great grandfather of the
zebra becomes the most fearless pirate of all seas and time.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A Zebra at the Airport (20K)
The Restaurant Adventure (15K)
The Big Train Robbery (10K)
The Unfortunate Wizard (10K)
The Fearless Captain of Seven Seas

English and German reading
copy is available

you can apply for teda

SIZES
20 x 20 cm

pages:

age

40

5-9

10.000
copies

The Silver Fox
AUTHOR: ZEYNEP ALPASLAN / ILLUSTRATOR: VAGHAR AGHAEI

The Silver Fox lives in a palatial house that is surrounded by magnolias; however, it is
empty and deserted just as his heart. Being in love with winter, The Silver Fox knows
that it is time to go when the first magnolia blossoms. His life is a ceaseless winter;
lonely, cold and blue… as he always wished.
When he finally gets back home, there is a surprise. The Silver Fox’s lonely and cold life
changes after unexpected guests coming his house. Nothing will be the same again.
Written by a well-loved author, Zeynep Alparslan, and illustrated by Vaghar Aghaei’s
watercolour techniques, the book narrates a fox’s journey from solitude to companionship.

Awarded by IBBY 2016 European
Children’s Literature
Suggestion List

10.000 copies

Keywords: love, animals, companionship, adventure, entertainment
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 cm

pages:

age

64 (each book)

8-10

Final Arts & Culture Publishing

Keywords: Family, companionship, collaboration, solidarity, solitude
RIGHTS SOLD:
Azerbaijani
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Final Arts & Culture Publishing

English reading
copy is available
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I’m in Trouble with Courses (Series-6 Books)

Pino The Brave Seed

AUTHOR: Funda Özlem Şeran

AUTHOR: SERAP ŞAHİN / ILLUSTRATOR: HÜSEYİN SÖNMEZAY

Just like his friends and grandfather, Pino is a seed born and grown up in a greenhouse. But he is different from other seeds; he is brave and curious. His biggest
dream is to get out from the greenhouse and to turn into a giant pine tree. When
Pino finds the right time, he goes on this adventure with the help of his friends. The
story of this little, brave seed is also a tale of courage and companionship.

1) Secret Codes and Agents (30K)
2) What is Happening at the Zoo? (20K)
3) Show Time (15K)
4) Math is Loved in Kitchen (20K)
5) Carnival in the Library (20K)
6) My Brother is a Hero (15K)

With its colourful and intriguing illustrations, I’m in Trouble with Courses narrates the difficulties that an eight-and-a-half-year-old
Yağmur faces at school. Whereas the first book mainly consists of letters, the following books demonstrate a different typology and
illustrations. Yağmur not only learns to solve problems about courses creatively, but also gains awareness in the communication
with her friends and family, emotions, rules, growing up and universal values such as love and companionship.

Keywords: companionship, adventure, courage, nature, solidarity
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 cm

pages:
104

age
8-12

Tilda the Fox and Domestic Humans
AUTHOR: SELÇUK CEYLAN / ILLUSTRATIONS: İREM ÇAĞIRGAN

Easily distinguished with her fluffy and gorgeous tail, the curious fox Tilda starts her
accidental adventure in a ship that goes from Georgia to Istanbul. Astonished by the
hectic city life and attitudes of city-dwellers, Tilda meets Whiskered, a lonesome and
self-contained man interested in writing and music. They soon become close friends,
not only out of compassion but also as a result of a chain of amusing surprises. In this
beautiful reminiscent of Little Prince story, Tilda develops conflicting ideas about her
desire for freedom and her need for attachment. Her heart-warming and clumsy adventures also make an irreversible impact on the monotonous life of her newly found
caretaker. Things get on a new path, when Tilda meets an exceptionally smart dog
called Fin who accepts to guide Tilda through her fascination with human language.
At first, life seems easy and joyful to Tilda, especially when Whiskered establishes a
bond with Fin’s owner, Frizzly. Her ideal life begins to crumble when these two human
owners become estranged. With Selçuk Ceylan’s cleverly written, rhymed fable along
with İrem Çağırgan’s beautiful illustrations, Tilda The Fox & Domestic People takes
its readers into the mind and heart of a very peculiar fox as well as her emotionally
resonant, captivating story. Written in the words of the free spirited fox, it is a rhymed,
poetical story.
Keywords: school, being a student, family communication, growing up, problem solving abilities
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 cm

age
8-10

Keywords: journey, freedom, friendship of animal and human, captivity, love

Rights sold:
Azerbaijani

Final Arts & Culture Publishing
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SIZES
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pages:
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Final Arts & Culture Publishing

age
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publisher
FOM
Books

establish
date
2014

web
fomkitap
.com

FOM Books is established in 2014 by taking its stand from introducing books about universal values such as love, companionship, peace, and free and scientific though to children
and young adults. It aims to publish books that make readers
feel excited, make them laugh, make them question, give them
hope as well as answers of their questions. By opening new
paths to children, it chases books that will raise booklovers.

Well-behaved Naughties (Series- 2 books)
AUTHOR: AYTÜL AKAL / ILLUSTRATOR: TANSU ÖZEL

1) Twin Friends
2) Reading or Writing?

FOM Books not only traces qualified and impressive books,
but also looks for new and gifted authors. It publishes highly
qualified books written by both local and foreign authors such
as Aytül Akal, Bilgin Adalı, Habib Bektaş, Melek Özlem Sezer,
Isol, Samed Behrengi and Susie Morgenstein. Also, FOM introduces classics such as Tom Sawyer, Happy Prince, A Christmas
Carol, Chess, and Little Prince with different designs. With the
understanding of attentive and meticulous publishing, FOM
Books has been standing on with its more than 60 books published by its dynamic and experienced team.

Twin Friends
Rüzgar and Acar are two close friends. They read each other like a book
and communicate very well, even sometimes telepathically. As they think
that they are twins, they change roles and live each other’s house. It all
start with this sentence: ‘we are twins anyway so they don’t understand
the difference.’
Reading or Writing?
In the second book of series, Rüzgar and Acar will learn reading and writing. Whereas Rüzgar only wants to learn reading, Acar is only interested
in writing. Their decision makes their teacher laugh a lot and many funny
incidents happen.

contact person: Hilal Altay (English) mail: iletisim@fomkitap.com

English reading
copy is available

Anxiety Bird
AUTHOR: ZÜLEYHA ERSİNGÜN / ILLUSTRATOR: MAVISU DEMİRAĞ

AUTHOR:

SIZES
16 x 23 cm

you can apply for teda

The story begins with a mysterious box sent to Deniz. This box shipped
from Japan is just the first one of the chain of mysterious boxes sent
to her. Trying to solve the mystery of the boxes with her friends Arda
and Eylül, Deniz reads every letter in boxes. The more she opens a
box, the less she feels anxious. When they finally solve the mystery of
the box, the situation turns into a worldwide favour.

age

pages:
48 (each book)

Rights sold:
Persia

5-7

The Cuckoo Clock
AUTHOR: Elvan Pektaş Denİz / Illustrator: Mustafa Delİoğlu

This is a story about attachment, love and independency between a cuckoo of the
clock and a teddy bear, both thrown away to the attic. Their bond grows stronger
when they come across a bird’s egg and have to take care of it.

Keywords: mysterious box, companionship, anxiety, correspondence, international

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 cm

pages:

age

80

8-11

Keywords: cuckoo clock, teddy bear, bird’s egg, love, companionship
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FOM Books
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SIZES
12.5 x 19.5 cm

age

pages:
56

7-9

FOM Books

Awarded by 1988 Yaşar Nabi
Nayır Literary Award
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publisher
Kaknüs
Publishing
House

establish
date
1996

web
kaknus
.com.tr

publisher

Kaknüs Publishing House has started publishing literary magazines and books under various imprints in 1989. At the end of
1996, the name of the literary magazine, Kaknüs, was adopted
as the imprint of Kaknüs Publishing House, and the first ten
books were chosen to be published.
By now, over 800 titles have been published in 25 categories
such as psychology, philosophy, anthropology, sociology, history, biography, novel and story, historical novel, Turkish classics, Eastern classics, Khalil Jibran books, Tolstoy books, memoirs, and poetry. In 2006, we have been awarded as the ‘The
Publisher of the Year’ by Turkish Authors’ Association.
In 2006, under the imprint Kaknüs Children, children books
have been introduced. With its experience on the international publishing, Kaknüs sells copyrights of its selected titles and
organises co-print operations in Turkey. Kaknüs Books have
been translated into 25 different languages.

Kalem
Foundation
Publications

establish
date
2015

web
kalemvakfi.org.tr/
basin-odasi/
yayinlarimiz

Kalem Foundation Publications, established in 2015, started
its publishing career to contribute the literary culture and
bring its experiences to future. Besides its 17-year experience
in educational activities, Kalem aims to release books in the
areas of education, parental education, teacher education,
social sciences, children’s and young adult literature and Ottoman Turkish. Most of our authors are teachers.
Books are produced in the light of following inventive methods, especially supporting children’s and young adults’ identity, personality development and intellectual profundity as
well as offering parents and teachers a guidance to develop
suitable methods.
It is our wish to address everyone interested in humanities
and educational sciences as well as in sharing educational
thought.

contact person: Seda Darcan Çiftçi mail: sdarcanciftci@gmail.com

contact person: Edibe Çiftbudak (English), Sezanur Sezgin (English)

Atakan (Series-24 Books)

mail: edibe.ciftbudak@kalemvakfi.org.tr, sezanursezgin@gmail.com

AUTHOR: SEDA DARCAN ÇiFTÇi / ILLUSTRATOR: GUSTAVE MAZALLI

“Atakan” series, targeted for the age group of 3-7 years, consists of 24 books including stories and activity titles. Each book comprises of 16 pages and narrates a different adventure of Atakan. Each page contains colour illustrations of themed adventure.
Atakan is curious, cheerful and excited boy like his peers. He wants to discover the world around him; meanwhile, he depicts his
feelings about his peers. Sometimes he wants something so passionately that he gets angry and sad when he gets disappointed.
During his interesting adventures, his mother, his father and his beloved dog Çomar always stand by him.
Together with Atakan, you go fishing with daddy at Golden Horn, play computer too much, learn how to be thrifty, become
friend with fruits and vegetables, become a superhero, go to the cinema and get used to brushing your teeth.
By the way, if you get lost in the supermarket, don’t worry! Çomar will definitely
show you the way!

The Most Beautiful Gift: A Journey of Happiness
AUTHOR: Volkan Arslan
AUTHOR:

Veysel sets off for a challenging journey. However, he is untroubled by
the journey until the end, he will reach a great place where an almighty
person lives. Over the course of his journey, he becomes friends with
a sun, a sand, a star and a cactus. When he arrives the destination,
he cannot find that person he yearns for. As he doesn’t want to leave
his mother alone anymore, he sadly goes back to home. However,
that almighty person, Prophet Muhammad, hears about Veysel and
sends him a valuable gift, a cardigan of himself, since he is a man
of his words who keeps his promises and goes back to his mother.
Aims of the book are: hinting the nuances of Turkish language with
words, adjectives and patterns; engraining in literary delight and
imagination; emphasising the importance of family; developing mental abilities, conceptual skills and self-control.

RIGHTS SOLD:French, Portuguese,
Arabic, Kurdish, Lithuanian,
Polish, Bulgarian, Croatian.

you can apply for teda
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Keywords: adventure, personality development, funny, educative

SIZES
20x20 cm

pages:

age

16 (each book)

3-8

Keywords: journey, story, picture book, keeping promises, respect for mothers

English reading
copy is available

Kaknüs Publishing House
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SIZES
21x25 cm

pages:

age

32

6-9

Kalem Foundation Publications
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Adventures of Little Hezarfen ( 2 books)

Sosi the Squirrel

AUTHOR: SALİH ÖZÇELİK

AUTHOR: ERGÜN TANLAK

Sosi is a chipmunk who lives in the city and gets into the faculty of literature in the
university. As s/he lives on her/his own, s/he doesn’t tolerate many things. Sometimes
s/he doesn’t want to eat the food s/he dislike and becomes sassy. Sometimes she
doesn’t pick up her/his friends’ call since s/he thinks it is unnecessary. Sosi learns
through experience: learning about the famine in Africa while searching in the internet, or receiving an F on the homework since she didn’t get the information by not
picking up her/his friend’s call. Along with similar incidents, s/he becomes aware of
issues in the world. Meanwhile, s/he studies for her/his exams and interviews with an
author for her/his homework.

Adventures of Little Hezarfen -1
Codenamed as Little Hezarfen, Fuad, and his uncle codenamed as Dragon have a secret mission for the sake of their country.
These two dedectives decrypt the boxes named crypto and try to find historical documents in the boxes. Hezarfen and Dragon
make various operations in order not to give these cryptos to KORB spies. Then, Hezarfen’s sister Mehlika, codenamed as Sultan,
joins the team. When they decrypt another crypto, they need to visit the historical places in Bursa to make other operations. After
hardly decrypting the box they found in Bursa, and solving the riddle, they come back to Istanbul and head for second clue.
Just like our other books, this one also aims to educate children. Readers are informed with several areas: with plot, adventure
and detective story in the sense of fiction; with Ottoman Turkish, idioms and proverbs in the sense of language development and
literary; with fictional techniques in the sense of perception; with problem solving skills and fictional setting in the sense of ethical
and aesthetical values.

Through the character of the chipmunk, the book helps children learn how to be
aware of the issues in the world, how to know themselves, how to be sensitive to their
past and the future, how to realise the beauty of the knowledge and learning as well
as how to know the city they live in.

Adventures of Little Hezarfen -2
In the headquarter in London, KORB spies and its president realises that the crypto, with full of private historical documents, is kept
by two children in Bursa, and they decide to chase them. However, the spies coming after them suddenly lost the track and KORB
decides to carry out the mission from their headquarter in Istanbul. The cliff-hanger between Mehlika, Little Hezarfen and KORB
spies continues in Istanbul. Although KORB finds these children, they manage to run away, but without the crypto. Fortunately,
Fuad thinks of taking the document out; therefore, spies only capture the empty box but they have already figured out the signal
they communicate. Yet, Mehlika and Fuad already know that next crypto is in Edirne. When they are about to set off on the journey,
KORB president send spies to their home. One night, spies make a sudden attack but the story ends there. Whether they are caught
or not as well as following incidents will be continued in the next book.

Keywords: love, awareness, struggle against difficulties,
gratitude, university, fable, adventure

you can apply for teda

SIZES
12.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

96

6-9

5.000 copies

Zü The Giraffe
AUTHOR: ERGÜN TANLAK

Zü The Giraffe is a tale within a tale. The little protagonist comes across this book
when s/he goes to bibliopole trip. Their lives are not so different. The book narrates a
giraffe who lives in a city, uses the internet and loves literature. Zü is aware that companionship is strengthen with solidarity not with rivalry. This giraffe knows that time
is as valuable as money, and s/he learns how to learn lessons from her/his mistakes.
Through the character of the giraffe, the book helps children learn how to be aware
of the importance of time, how to be helpful, compassionate and fair and how to use
imagination and be friends with books.

Keywords: cimportance of time, companionship, bibliopole, imagination, helpfulness

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

104-10

8-12

Kalem Foundation Publications
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SIZES
12.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

90
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Kalem Foundation Publications
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publisher

A Journey to Neverland- Planet Fable

Kelime
Publishing

AUTHOR: Collective

The book, including fables or stories of animals living in the city, is prepared to support readers in developing their identity and personality as well as to guide teachers
and parents in helping their children. These stories help readers communicate with
animals and society, attach importance to companionship and love, respect to lives
of every living being and get along with them well as well as indoctrinate them with
morality, imagination, and literary delight.

establish
date
2006

web
kelimeyayinlari
.com

Started its publishing life in 2006, Kelime Publishing has published 207 books with a wide range of children’s and young
adult literature. The publisher aims to fulfill the needs of
the child and young readers of different ages and publishes
books for that purpose. It not only collaborates with translators and authors from Turkey and the world but also is open
to new perspectives and voices in children’s and young adult
literature.
The number of published books: 207

contact person: Bade Baran (French, English, Spanish), mail: bade.baran@kelimeyayinlari.com

Keywords: animals in the city, co-existence culture, integrity, love, companionship, fable

you can apply for teda

SIZES
12.5x19.5 cm

pages:

age

77

7-10

In Talesland
AUTHOR: Mustafa Hakkı Kurt

Two kids get lost in the world of fairy tales. While they are trying to go back
home, they create troubles in Talesland. The author introduces the reader to
a world intertwined with fiction and reality, a world where readers can get
lost with pleasure.

The Heroic Journey of Gülce
AUTHOR: Faruk Furkan Şık

Once upon a time, there was a little girl and her brother who doesn’t believe
in fairy tales. One day while they were reading a fairy tale from a book, they
found themselves in that tale.

Being the youngest child in the family, Gülce lives with computer-addict mother,
TV-addict father and a phone-addict brother and family is ‘disconnected’ from each
other. As Gülce is very sad about this situation, she makes various plans to save her
family from this addiction with the help of books, letters and flowers in her imaginary
world. As a brave girl, she will save her family from technology’s clutches.

Then, what happened?
The fantastic adventure begins when all tale characters such as Snow White
and Seven Dwarfs, Puss in the Boots, Cinderella, and Kaloghlan tangle in the
story, which results in the jumble of tales.

The book reflects today’s technophiles who cannot set boundaries to technology and
become alienated from each other. It demonstrates how to use technology wisely and
efficiently in terms of time and self-control, how to enhance the quality of life, how to
touch other people’s lives and how to be effective, as well as where to start.

While witnessing the jumble in Talesland, you will remember old tales and
characters, and can’t help yourself but to laugh.

Keywords: technophilia, intra-family communication, dreaming,
self-control education, time management

you can apply for teda
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SIZES
12.5x19.5 cm

pages:
76

Keywords: fairy tales, sibling love, companionship, curiosity, solidarity

age
7-10

Kalem Foundation Publications
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SIZES
13 cm x 20 cm

pages:
12o

age
11+

Kelime Publishing
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Pine Resin Girl and the Bubblegums

Thinking With Nasreddin Hodja-1:

AUTHOR: Banu Bozdemİr

AUTHOR: Necdet Neydİm

At first sight, Yunus seems as ordinary as the next
kid; but he actually has an extraordinary friend:
the bird of the cuckoo clock. Whenever Yunus feels
like he cannot resolve an issue, the bird takes him
all the way back to the Middle Ages – Nasreddin
Hodja’s time. Having seen what Hodja would do
in a similar situation, Yunus now has the chance
to re-evaluate the concepts of trust, unity, and
fidelity.

Once there was a pine forest, standing still in a
future where the concrete jungle prevailed green
forests. And in this forest, there lived the Pine Resin
Girl. However, she was bored with her forest and
wanted to see the city. She wished to travel and to
be a moveable bubblegum. Her wish came true,
but…
An adventurous call to nature for young readers.

Keywords: responsibility, collaborating, nationalculture
Keywords: nature, urban, curiosity, friendship, environmental solution
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SIZES
13 x 20 cm

pages:

age

56

7+
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pages:

age

48

9-10

I Don’t Wanna Be A Mama’s Cat!

Toni the Fox: Friendship is Like a Pudding

AUTHOR: Renan Özdemİr

AUTHOR: Hafİze Çınar Güner

Çıtı, the kitten of Mrs. Ayla and her daughter Selin, is living the life of a typical house
cat in a totally cozy home. But he has a problem: he is so naive and knows so little
about himself that he isn’t even aware of the fact that he is a cat! In fact, he thinks
that Mrs. Ayla and Selin are his servants, rather than his owners, and he has no idea
about the existence of the outside world or even other cats… Until one day, a crow
named Nit comes to the balcony and saves Çıtı of his ignorance. Çıtı is now a cat
quite determined to get to know the world. He is about to leave the days in which he
is a mere mama’s cat all behind! A lovely story, filled with the joys of everyday life.

She was almost falling asleep when she heard
a ticking in her wardrobe. It was like someone
is moving around in it. “It must be him,” said
Deniz, “I’m sure it’s him!” Extraordinary, fantastical, wonderful, and one of a kind new friend
of Deniz made himself known just like that. And
then, the fun adventures of Deniz and Toni the
Fox began!

Keywords: curiosity, family, animals, differencies, communication

Keywords: personalgrowth, freedom
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Penga and Menga

publisher
Kültür
A.Ş.

AUTHOR: Volkan Arslan
AUTHOR:

This picture book tells the companionship of two penguins who live in the north-pole
and are completely different in terms of gender, appearance, skills, and hobbies.
One loves the night, the other loves daytime. While one is good at fishing and skiing,
the other has skilled in cooking and ice-skating. If one knows all colors, the other
masters all shapes.

establish
date
1989

web

When these two penguins come across, they realize that variety is the spice of life;
thus, they become friends. To summarise the theme of the book, the world turns into
a lively place when we realize the uniqueness of differences, and accept those differences as they are since they are complements, not discriminations.

kultur
.istanbul

Kültür A.Ş. performs its publishing activities with an awareness
that books are the most important tool to bring our culture and
civilization to the future. Our aim in the institutional publishing
is to introduce the culture in Istanbul to local and foreign book
markets. The publisher significantly contributes to the cultural inventory of the city by its qualified and elaborative books
about Istanbul and plays an active role in presenting the city’s
culture with its works on audio and visual broadcasting.
Between the years of 2005 and 2018, Kültür A.Ş. published 420
works under different titles including Facsimile, Culture/Civilisation, Survey/Research, Book on the Move, Memoirs, Building-Living Space-Architecture, Archive, Faces of Istanbul,
Once Upon a Time in Istanbul and Children’s Books.
Number of published books: 420

contact person: Baran Boztemür mail: bboztemur@kultur.istanbul

Animals at Work (Series-12 Books)
AUTHOR: Mevlana İdrİs
AUTHOR:

Series consists of 12 books which are written by one of the successful authors in Turkish
children’s literature, Mevlana İdris, and artfully illustrated by Ersin Şahin. Each tale, addressing to over 5 age group, has a different animal character. These animal characters
choose human professions and have a run of bad luck.
A hedgehog becomes a balloon seller: he loves cold lemonade and decides to buy a
refrigerator. But first, he needs to find a job. In the end, he decides to be a balloon seller;
however, will he be able to sell all the balloons without blowing them up because of his quills?
In other books in the series, for instance, a dog is interested in becoming a butcher, a
rabbit turns into a school bus driver and many more. With the help of this humorous and
brain-storming series, children will look at professions, human beings, and animals from
a different perspective.

Keywords: similarities and differences, accepting as is, companionship,
respect for difference, sharings
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SIZES
20 cm x 20 cm

pages:

age

16

3-8

Kelime Publishing

Keywords: animals, professions, irony, humor, discovering talent
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SIZES
19x24 cm

pages:

age

24

4-7

Kültür A.Ş.
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Jumbo: An African Elephant

Emre (Series-3 Books)

AUTHOR: Hatİce Yentürk

AUTHOR: Fİgen Yaman Çoşar

Jumbo: An African Elephant combines fiction and non-fiction by telling the life story of an
elephant being taken from Africa to Europe, then America in the 19th Century.

Emre loves travelling in Istanbul. In every book in the series, he explores a new place.
Among those places are: Panorama 1453, a panoramic museum animating the conquest
of Istanbul; Miniaturk Museum, exhibiting miniature versions of historical buildings all
around Turkey; and Blue Mosque Square, an outdoor museum displaying worth-to-see
historical buildings.

In the book, it is possible to trace the feelings such as companionship, love, and compassion through the adventures of Jumbo and his African friend, Parlampos. Narrating the
real-life story of Jumbo in a fictional way, offering both an anthropological and zoological
perspective to world history, and criticising colonialism and capitalism make the book an
authentic example. It is worthwhile to tell these issues from the perspective of a child by
emphasizing the friendship of an elephant and a child as well as the journey of growth
and self-discovery.

Books in the Series:
Emre in the Historical
Museum: Panorama 1453
(Turkish/Arabic/English)
Emre Visits Miniaturk, Emre
Visits Blue Mosque

Keywords: world history, Africa, colonialism,
companionship, adolescent growth
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SIZES
13,5x19 cm

pages:

age

160

9+
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Detectives of Our Neighbourhood (Series)

SIZES
22x27 cm

pages:

age

40

7-12

Children’s Games (5 Books)

AUTHOR: Ahmet Ay

AUTHOR: Erol Erdoğan

Kerem and Reyhan are two friends living in one of the old neighborhoods in Istanbul
and dreaming of being a detective. In every book, they chase an incident and solve
the case followed by funny incidents. Putting humor and excitement in the center,
the series reflects the friendship, collaboration and humanitary values unique
to the neighborhood culture of Istanbul. Having released four books by now, the
series also presents a book that aims to raise awareness in Syrian refugees. The
book named Kayıp Haritanın Sırrı [The Secret of the Lost Map] puts love, solidarity,
and companionship in the center, not the sense of pity.

In the series, there are five books about games: Stone Games, Beach Games, Ball
Games, Rope and Handkerchief Games, and Word Games. They are selected and
compiled from the games played in Anatolia, particularly in Istanbul, for years. Presenting pictures as well as information on how and where to play games, the book
is both for children and their parents.

Keywords: traditional children’s games, street games, ball games, rope and handkerchief
games, beach games, stone games
Keywords: detective, humor, neighborhood culture, collaboration
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publisher

Cherries of the Earth, Clouds of the Sky

Martı
Publishing
Group

AUTHOR: Fatma Çağdaş BörekÇİ

establish
date
1998

web
martiyayinlari
.com

Martı Publishing Group is established in Istanbul in 1998.
Starting its publishing life with translated books, it aims to
bring world literatures to Turkey. In its catalogue, there is a
wide range of books including fiction, non-fiction, children’s
and young adult books. After ten years, it opened two subbrands and include Turkish literature to its repertoire. By publishing more than ten books every month, it offers fantastic
books, novels, detective stories and self-help books. Apart
from adults’ books, Martı also releases children’s literature. It
not only aims to create diversity by bringing world literatures
to Turkey, but also support the promotion of local literature
to abroad.
Imprint: Novella Publishing (Women Fiction), Novella Dynamics (Young Adult)

contact person: A. Deniz Topaktaş (English) mail: deniz@martiyayinlari.com

Which Painting is Better?
AUTHOR: Gamze Tuncel Demİr / Illustrator: Sernur Işık
AUTHOR:

Cherries of the Earth, Clouds of the Sky takes its readers to an adventure
in Istanbul during the Ottoman period. The book, addressing to 9 to
12 age group, manages to keep the excitement and curiosity alive by
way of a tale within a tale narrative.

Ada is a little girl who loves painting. However, she wavers when her teacher
wants everyone in the class to paint a beautiful picture.
She wonders about which painting is better until she talks with the moon in her
dream. The man in the moon tells her that the most beautiful painting is the one
painted at heart. Thus, Ada feels confident and draws herself in the spaceman
costume. All her classmates draw beautiful pictures and they all put on the wall.

Being situated in the city named Yeditepe, Mavi Masal Atölyesi [Blue
Tale Factory] creates tales for children in the neighborhood. One day,
a fire breaks out in the factory and an extraordinary thing happen:
an incomplete tale that is supposed to be finished.

In the subtext, it is told that parents should support their children’s skills. Instead
of suggesting their own interests, they should motivate them in developing new
skills. The text reflects both the positive aspects of self-confidence and negative
aspects of self-distrust. The book not only touches upon effects of taboos and
traditional values on children, but also pictures Turkish family in daily life with
references to clothing and food.

Gülşah, the little daughter of the sultan, reads this tale and falls asleep.
Her mother, Baldudu Sultan, asks the country’s greatest tale master
for help to awake her daughter from mysterious sleep. And the adventure begins.
The adventure of Gülşah not only sheds light on the issues such as
growing up, taking responsibility but also emphasizes the values such
as modesty and good will.

6.200 copies

Keywords: fantastic fiction, adventure story, tale within a tale,
sense of responsibility, Ottoman period, Istanbul
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SIZES
16,5x23 cm

pages:
112

Keywords: creativity, skills, self-confidence, imagination, art

age
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The Pathfinder

Fantastic Eight (Series-4 Books)

The Incredible Journey of Monarch Butterflies

AUTHOR: Ayşen Oy (Pedagog) / Illustrator: Volkan Akmeşe

AUTHOR: Yurdagül Şahİn / Illustrator: Pervİn Özcan

1.Power of Love
In the first book, we meet Doğa and Atılgan who have different intelligence skills. Doğa is a girl who is fond of animals and nature
whereas Atılgan is a leader and sportsman. These two friends find a lost kitty in the playground. When they take her/his to the
mother cat, kitty becomes very happy. Then, they come across an old man who eats sunflower seeds and throw them to the street.
When they warn him, he agrees and they clean the street together. In the end, love wins.

Through the protagonist who is a pathfinder, the book tells the great migration of butterflies
took place during four generations. Due to human interventions, butterflies encounter
many problems over the course of migration: changing climate, pesticides, chopped trees
and plantations turned into constructions. Butterflies try to complete their challenging
journey and continue their lineage. Throughout the book, readers come across the things
that happened to butterflies and write their own ending. Do you think butterflies will
completer their journey?

2.One for All, All for One
In this book, there are three characters; Özgün, Atılgan and Güçlü. As Özgün can’t play basketball as good as his friends, he refrains from joining them. When Atılgan and Güçlü realise this situation, they motivate him with their support and encouragement.
After some training, Özgün also becomes part of the basketball team.
3.Why Musicians Love Maths?
Beste, the protagonist of the book, loves listening music and playing piano. But she has ‘problems’ with math. When her friend Pi
decides to help her and shows her similarities between math and music, Beste becomes interested in math and succeeds in school.
4.Companionship Knows No Boundaries
A disabled girl named Dünya attends the class of Fantastic Eight. First, Dünya feels lonely since she cannot play around like others.
When Fantastic Eight gets to know her, they realise how sweet she is. Dünya is eager to play basketball and sing a song, and her
friend named Uzay invents a lifted pot so that they can play together.
‘Everyone has a different talent and skill, and the bond between us is about love and respect as well as the friendly way we treat
each other. In the end, companionship knows no boundaries.’

Keywords: nature love, animal love, creative thinking,
individual and society, self-confidence
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 cm

pages:

age

160

8-10

6.200 copies

Singer Frogs
AUTHOR: Özlem Orçun / Illustrator: Pervİn Özcan

This is a story about the importance of the ecosystem since it is the prominent feature
of the book. With the story of Singer Frogs, our children will see the relation between
different fractures which compose the big picture in the ecosystem. They will comprehend the importance of sparing enough time to understand the structure and
the behaviour of the system before taking any action.
Animals happily live around the natural lake. After some time people discover this
beautiful area and build a town with many houses. However, the noisy sound of
frogs in the lake disturbs them, and they decide to get rid of the frogs on the excuse
that they cannot sleep and their children get annoyed. Up until that day, frogs have
been peacefully living there. But they get offended and abandon the lake by leaving
a note. As frogs smoothly leave the area, people have a couple of joyful days. But
the situation changes when they leave; flies and bugs start to bite people. Humans
come to senses and realise that they need frogs. When they apologise to frogs, they
come back to lake, and they all live in harmony.

Keywords: animal love, nature love, companionship, solidarity, environmental consciousness
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SIZES
23x23 cm

pages:
36 (each book)

age
7-8

Keywords: ecological balance, animal love, nature, humans, environment

6.200 copies
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publisher

Don’t Give Up!

Mavibulut
Publications

establish
date
1980

Founded in 1980, Mavibulut is a small and independent publisher regarded as the first exclusively children’s publishing
house in Turkey. Over the years, Mavibulut has played a pioneering role in advancing the quality of children’s literature
in Turkey by cultivating new local authors and illustrators, as
well as translating numerous titles from many countries. Its
catalogue includes both fiction and non-fiction, but entirely
children’s books

AUTHOR: Tülin Kozikoğlu / Illustrator: Huban Korman

Don’t Give Up! is the story of a little girl, named Ela, and her favourite apple tree. Ela has
difficulties with ‘reading’ when she started the school and she gets frightened. One day,
she had a minor accident; she fell from a tree and broke her leg. The healing process
requires to stay at home for several months by getting an intense physical therapy. But she
gets cold feet about it since the painful struggle of physical therapy will result in another
painful struggle of going back to school and ‘learning to read’. So she backs down from
everything but eventually gets bored at home and blames the tree for her misfortunes.

web
mavibulut

One day, the tree experiences a misfortune as well, and collapses during a storm. Ela
feels bad for it and tries to save the tree by covering its root with dirt. This plan requires
to do physical exercises, which helps her in healing process, and eventually she can not
only revive the tree but also can manage to walk again. This ‘success story’ encourages
her to go back to school and try harder. Eventually she succeeds again and learns to
read. Mainly, the story is about determination and perseverance.

.com.tr

Righst sold: Italian,
Russian, Kazakh

contact person: Acar Erdoğan (English, French) mail: acar@mavibulut.com.tr

Keywords: determination, perseverance, reading and writing, handicaps, collaboration

My Beloved Son

you can apply for teda

SIZES
26,5x22 cm

pages:

age

56

5+

English reading
copy is available

Tülin Kozİkoğlu / Illustrator: Denİz Üçbaşaran

Is This the Right Time!
AUTHOR: Tülin Kozİkoğlu / Illustator: Ece Zeber

My Beloved Son is a tale of a mother and son connected by the mother’s hair. As a baby, son caresses his mother’s hair while
he is breastfed. As he grows up, he realizes that he cannot eat anything without feeling his mother’s hair in his hands. Because
he is her ‘beloved son’, she will do anything for him such as following him to school, to university, and into adolescence, always
soothing him with her ever-growing hair. It’s not until the son has his own twin daughters that he learns to let go of the hair and
use his hands to caress his babies rather than to pacify his own needs. The metaphorical tale about the motherly sacrifice ends
with a poignant shift when the son lets go out of necessity and instead the mother spreads her long hair protectively over her
son’s new house and family. The book provides a compelling reminder: sometimes life itself can solve the problem.

The story takes us through the life of Ali Sinan, who is always enthusiastic about drawing
pictures, but life and responsibilities always draw him away from his favourite hobby.
People always tell him that ‘it’s not the right time’ to draw pictures because he always
has to do something else whether it is homework, exams or anything else. Sometimes he
thinks that when he grows up, he will have the liberty to pursue his dreams. However, that
did not happen because now, he has a job, a wife, and a child to look after. Eventually,
he finds an opportunity when he sees a painting contest advertisement in the paper and
decides to join it. But this time, his son wants to spend time with him, which he initially
refuses. He does not have ‘time’ since he has to finish the picture.
Yet, when he sees his son’s reaction to his reply, he remembers
his own childhood and decides
not to make the same mistake by
postponing his son’s wish. Therefore, they paint pictures together
all night. In the end, even though
he missed the competition, he
got his ‘first prize’ from his son.

Righst sold:
Russian, Kazakh

Keywords: dreams,
responsibility, drawing pictures,
father and son, prize

Keywords: motherhood, childhood, love, hair bond
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English reading
copy is available
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publisher
Mavi
Uçurtma

publisher

Publishing

Minik
Ada

establish
date
2001

Publishing

Mavi Uçurtma Publishing addresses to primary and secondary school students, mainly 7-14 age group, with its informative and entertaining literary books.

web
erdemyayinlari.

web

Minik Ada, a sub-brand of Erdem Publishing Group, introduces modern and entertaining educational materials for
pre-school children. With its qualified and rich content along
with tasteful illustrations, it is one of the leading publishers in
Turkey.

com

martiyayinlari
.com

contact person: Esma Ceceli (English, French) mail: e.ceceli@erdemyayinlari.com.tr

contact person: Cüneyt Dal (English) mail:cuneyt.dal@semerkand.com

My First Activity Books (Series-3 Books)

A Dream in Cappadocia

AUTHOR: ELİF KONAR

AUTHOR: Hülya Eskİsan Saraç
AUTHOR:

AUTHOR:

Selim and his family take the road for a long-desired holiday: a trip to Cappadocia. This place seems like a dream for them. Fairy chimneys not only witness
the history but also take on a task of transhistorical gateway. However, Selim’s
family have no idea about this.

My First Activity Books is a series that aims to support children in their
personal development and guide them through their life. While it tries
to explain abstract concepts with concrete examples, it also helps
children to maintain a positive attitude towards maths and other
subjects and make a connection between conceptual knowledge
and new information.

It all started with a ‘Keep Out!’ sign. He ignores the warning and steps in the
area. Suddenly, he falls into a gap which sends him back to a century ago.
While trying to go back to his time, he has an exciting and adventurous journey.

Keywords: educational, entertaining, colourful, figured

Keywords: adventure, Cappadocia, time travel, history, companionship
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Mavi Uçurtma Publishing
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Minik Ada Publishing

30,000 copies
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publisher

Pre-school Activity Book (Age 5)

Multibem
Publishing

AUTHOR: Collective

Series aims to prepare pre-school children to primary education by developing their basic skills, abilities in math, natural science and drawing as well as making a preliminary
impression in these areas. These books are prepared for children to develop their sense
and memory, to make them think from a different point of view and to set a well-grounded
beginning for primary education.
Math Activities

establish
date
1996

Natural Science Activities
Drawing Activities
Sense
Perception and Memory Activities

web
multibem
.org

Multibem began its works in the field of early childhood education. The department of research and development within
Multibem created the Multibem Early Childhood Education
Programme by using its materials. Our company publishes
picture books, flashcards, cardboard games and coloring
books in English, German, French and Arabic language. As
Multibem and Step by Step Values family; we believe that education is not only about learning but also a life-long lasting
thought. Education necessitates materials and moral behaviors. With our materials, we aim to prepare children for their
own future life. Multibem Pre-school Education aims to germinate the seed that is hidden in the heart of a child. Each
material is prepared in the light of this thought.

mail: info@multibem.org

Keywords: educational, entertaining,
developer, preparer for school
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SIZES
21x29,7 cm

pages:

age

96 (each book)

5

5.000 copies

I’m Hungry
AUTHOR: Fatma Arıcı

Pre-school Activity Book (Age 6)

AUTHOR:

AUTHOR: Collective

Addressing the 1-2 age group, the book introduces newly experienced
emotions and lovable animals with large illustrations.

Series aims to prepare pre-school children to primary education by developing their
basic skills, abilities in math, natural science and drawing as well as making a preliminary
impression in these areas. These books are prepared for children to develop their sense
and memory, to make them think from a different point of view and to set a well-grounded
beginning for primary education.
Math Activities
Natural Science Activities
Drawing Activities
Sense
Perception and Memory Activities

Keywords: educational, entertaining,
developer, preparer for school
you can apply for teda
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Keywords: share, emotions, hunger, animals, monkey

SIZES
21x29,7 cm

pages:
112 (each book)

age
6

7.000 copies

Minik Ada Publishing
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SIZES
25c x 23 cm

pages:

age

32

1+

Multibem Publishing

English reading
copy is available
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The Most Beautiful Heart of the World

What If It Happens

AUTHORS: Hülya Ünal, Elif Santur, Semra Alkan

AUTHOR: Semra Alkan

The book tells one of the stories of Nasreddin Hodja who is a well-known figure in the
Turkish culture. It not only narrates the story but also brings the personality of Nasreddin
Hodja to the forefront.

The Most Beautiful Heart of the World
mentions about friends and beloved
ones of the Prophet in a plain and unsophisticated style. Apart from narrating
the family of Prophet Muhammad, it also
introduces his close friends.

Keywords: Nasreddin Hodja, impression, optimism, standing firm, cherish, hope
English, French, German,
Albanian and Arabic copies of
the book are available.

you can apply for teda

Keywords: prophetic biography, heart, love, family, companionship
SIZES
25 x 23cm

pages:

age
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5+

SIZES
24 x 22cm
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pages:

age

32

2+

English reading
copy is available

Translation
copyrights: Arabic

Stories of Prophets
AUTHORS: Elİf Santur, Zeynep Akyıldız, Fatma Yılmaz, Sümeyye Öcal

These books tell life stories of prophets as well as give details about the country and city they live in. Besides, stories give readers
an opportunity to get to know significant people in their lives and create awareness of prophetic virtues and characteristics in
children. Every story offers a different perspective to children by narrating challenges and persuasion efforts of prophets within
their societies.

I Wish Dreams Come True
AUTHOR: Semra Alkan (Pedagogue)

I Wish Dreams Come True narrates model behaviors and personality traits of the Prophet in a plain and unsophisticated style.

Other Books in the Series:
Titles in the Series:
1- Prophet Noah
2- Prophet Adam
3- Prophet Musa
4- Prophet Solomon
Keywords: prophetic biography, personality, behavior, kindness, companionship

you can apply for teda

SIZES
25 x 23cm

pages:

age

32

3+

English reading
copy is available

5- Prophet Joseph
6- Prophet Jonah
7- Prophet Abraham
8- Prophet Job
9- Prophet Salah
10- Prophet David

Arabic and English
copies of books
are available.
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Keywords: prophets, struggle, patience, integrity, forgiveness
SIZES
25x23 cm

pages:
32

age
3+

Multibem Publishing

Translation copyrights:
Arabic (Lebanon),
English (France, England)
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publisher
Nar
Publications

establish
date
2007

web
naryayinlari
.com

Nar Publications is established in 2007. The name of the publishing company, ‘nar’, is a reference to a word in Turkish: a
pomegranate. As the pomegranate yields hundreds of grains
when its crust is opened, and as it is pleasing for its color
and flavor, the books published by Nar Child Publishing are
aimed at giving such abundance, color and pleasure. It publishes books under genres of fairy tale, story, novel, playbook,
poetry, travel etc. Nar Child Publishing embodies renowned
authors of the children’s literature, many of whom received
awards in Turkey. The company is also awarded as the ‘Children’s Publisher of 2008’ by ESKADER. Up until today, it has
published more than 450 books, both local and foreign. We
believe that Nar Child Publishing will exist as long as children
exist in the world.

Balabulan
AUTHOR: Neslİhan Saltaş
AUTHOR:

According to a prophecy, a race will be in danger of extinction. Thus, they have to
take shelter in some place where nobody finds them. They take refuge in Ergenekon
and stuck in there. The prophecy says that the only way out from Ergenekon is in
the hands of the child who will climb on the top of the greatest poplar tree. Is there
anybody like that? Can Balabulan be that child? While there are many strong and
experienced boys, will this boy find that way looked for many years?

Righst sold: Italian,
Russian, Kazakh

contact person: Tayfur Esen (English) mail:tayfur@naryayinlari.com

Keywords: Ergenekon, companionship, innocence, determination

Ebesİçeken

you can apply for teda

SIZES
14 cm x 21 cm

pages:

age

120

10+

English reading
copy is available

AUTHOR: Neslİhan Saltaş
AUTHOR:

According to a prophecy, the race will be in danger of extinction. Thus, they
have to take shelter in some place where nobody finds them. They take refuge
in Ergenekon and stuck in there. The prophecy says that the only way out from
Ergenekon is in the hands of the child who will climb on the top of the greatest
poplar tree. Is there anybody like that? Can Ebesiçeken be that child? While
there are many strong and experienced boys, will this boy find that way looked
for many years?

Keremcan in the Scout Camp
AUTHOR: Hasan Karahİsar

When Kerem fills up the attendance form for the scout camp, he has
no idea on coming incidents. The day has come and he sets off on a
journey with his friends.

Keywords: Ergenekon, companionship, innocence, determination
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SIZES
11 cm x 18 cm

pages:

pages:

112

10+

Nar Publications

Keywords: scouting, adventure, companionship, pushing limits, renunciation
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publisher
Nesin
Publishing

establish
date
2004

web
nesinyayinevi
.com

Established in 2004, Nesin Publishing is a sub-brand of Nesin
Foundation, which is founded by Aziz Nesin to provide opportunities for children who have difficulties in receiving education. Among main goals of the publisher are to bring Aziz
Nesin’s works together under the same roof, to publish Nesin’s
unpublished books and to provide financial support for Nesin
Foundation.

Flowers OF My Mind
AUTHOR: Zeynep Uzunbay/ ILLUSTRATOR: SEVTAP YAKIN

In these tales, there are children who want to actualise their creative ideas, in other
words, flowers in their minds. These flowers blossom in poems, pictures and sometimes
in dreams or even in a boring classroom. What is hidden in the children’s mind? What
makes them happy or sad? Family relations, first notes in the diaries, nonsense incidents,
disappointments and sighs. These stories are valuable both for children and parents,
and take reader to the magical world of childhood, sometimes in a troublesome way.
Flowers in My Mind is a book that not only tells adults about the secrets of children’s
world, but also motivates children for expressing their feelings and overcoming their
problems with creativity.

Containing more than 60 books for young readers, Children’s
Heaven Library of Nesin Publishing employs the same goal:
to contribute raising productive and creative children who
adopt a critical point of view about world. “

contact person: Melisa Kesmez (English) mail: melisa@nesinyayinevi.com

Today’s Children are Wonderful
AUTHOR: Azİz Nesİn
AUTHOR:

Today’s Children Are Wonderful is a children’s novel addressing both to adults
and children. The book, consisting of the letters of two ten-year-old children,
discusses the adult world from the point of view of children in a critical and
humorous way. The letters of Zeynep and Ahmet reveal the hypocrite morality
of the adult world by criticising their senseless value judgements in a clever
and witty way. This classic, written ‘not only for adults but also for children’, has
been among the best-sellers for 50 years.
As Aziz Nesin states, “in this book, children criticise their parents, teachers,
and adults. Emphasising the oversight of considering some value judgements
as a must in pedagogy, the book is a plea of children who defend themselves
and their rights.”

700.000 copies

Keywords: companionship, adults, childhood, growing up, values
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SIZES
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pages:

age:

224

7-70

Keywords: fine arts, creativity, emotions, childhood, dreams, poem, short story
English reading
copy is available

Nesin Publishing
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Nesin Publishing

5.500 copies
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TALES FROM GRANDFATHER AZİZ

The Honey Makes You Fart

AUTHOR: Azİz Nesİn
AUTHOR:

AUTHOR: Azİz Nesİn

The book, consisting of four tales, is one of the first classic children’s books
that comes to mind. Running away from his home in search of the best town
to live, this young man ends up in his own home again, believing that it is the
best place. This poor boy dreams of a better life, better than a town situated
in the hillside of a rock that interrupts the sun, trying to reach the sun again.
These tales, told by Aziz Nesin, reflect the realities of life in a plain, unique and
humorous style as well as raise awareness in and entertain children.

The Honey Makes You Fart is a story about a pot of honey that is cursed by an old, poor
lady. Once you taste it, you can’t help but keep farting. The lady has her own reasons;
she has a sick grandchild and is told by doctors that a little bit honey would cure her;
therefore, she begged for some. Yet, the man who has the honey is a servant working for
a greedy and deceitful pawnbroker and he doesn’t seem to be willing to share it because
of his cruel master, and always makes fun with the old lady.
The Honey Makes You Fart is a classic about sharing and solidarity. It shows the troubles
caused by selfishness and deception as well as aims to encourage young readers to be
generous and kind. Besides, it has been performed in private and public theatres in Turkey.

English reading
copy is available

Keywords: Family, society, solidarity, wisdom, struggling with difficulties, tale
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SIZES
13 X 19,5 cm

Keywords: greediness, deception, generosity, sharing, short story, theatre

pages:
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12.500 copies
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7-12

51.500 copies

The Tale of the Street

Nula Team

AUTHOR: Fadİme Uslu

AUTHOR: Kadrİye Bakşİ

The Tale of the Street tells the struggle for life from the point of view of
animals, particularly of cats. The protagonist, Kartopu, is so lucky that
s/he can go out and play with other cats, dogs and birds although s/
he is a house cat. It seems that street cats have enough of freedom by
always looking for food in litter; they dream of a food bowl and heating
stove always being at their service. On the other hand, Patos tries to
gain his/her freedom since s/he is not allowed to go out so that her/his
hair can stay clean. Written with Fadime Uslu’s plain and fluent style,
the story reflects different colours and voices in the street.

Nula Team is the story of companionship. Teased by their friends due to their fatness,
speech disorder and ethnic identity, Eda, Ayça and Adar turn their issues to an advantage thanks to their companionship. When they meet Auntie Nula whom no one
wants to talk to, they plunge into the magical world of the theatre. This meeting not
only breaks down the prejudices of these three buddies, but also of townspeople,
which results in changing perspectives of everyone. We believe that Nula Team will
be among the classics in our literature.

Awarded by Association of Children’s and
Young Adult Publications as ‘Children’s
Novel of the Year’ in 2014

Keywords: companionship, differences, prejudice, neighbourhood, theatre
Keywords: animal love, companionship, collaboration, freedom, struggle
you can apply for teda

SIZES
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pages:

age
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9-13

English reading
copy is available
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publisher

Scientist Kid

Pan
Publishing

AUTHOR: Nuran Dİrek
AUTHOR:
establish
date
1986

Established in 1986, Pan Yayıncılık is mainly specialized in
books on music. Starting from 1991 other titles have also been
included in our list of publications. Now we publish a variety
of books ranging from music to fiction, from popular science
to children books.

web
nesinyayinevi

There are many obstacles to reach knowledge. The most important one is the surrounding of mind by prejudice during childhood where the critical thinking is not developed
properly. Children should be introduced to scientific and philosophical methods to
overcome this as early as possible.
During their education children are introduced various branches of science but do not
have the chance of speculating on questions like “What is science?” “What is scientific
thinking?” This book calls them to think over again on these and similar questions.

.com

contact person:Fatma Tulum Eryoldaş (English), Ferruh Gençer
mail: fatma@pankitap.com, pankitap@pankitap.com

Ship OF Earth Nature, environment and limits of civilization
SIZES

AUTHOR: Nükhet Barlas
AUTHOR:

you can apply for teda

The submission is for the book printed in Turkish as “Dünya Gemisi” with 320-pages
and 23 chapters. The title translates as “Ship Earth” and represents our sole planet
carrying the ever-growing cargo of humanity. It is also a reference to Herman Daily’s
“ship” metaphor for explaining ecological economics (Chapter 22 of the book).
The book simplifies complex multidisciplinary environmental issues of our time and
presents them through the fictional adventures of three youngsters from Istanbul,
Cincinnati and Tokyo. It mixes fiction and non-fiction and attempts to “entertain
while educate.” The book is suitable for any age over 12 with primary level education.

19,5x23 cm

pages:
120

Rights sold:
Azerbaijani

Philosophy with Kids
AUTHOR: Nuran Dİrek
AUTHOR:

This book is a call to critical thinking. Starts with examples from selected world literature, evolves into philosophical texts. The reply to the
question “Why philosophy?” comes from two different philosophers;

Having had personal experience of natural disasters Ufuk, Dylan, Sora each realize
the growing risks of rapidly changing earth systems to humanity and starts to question
the course of our civilization. Having met though a fictional web site (www.askgaia.
com) they become friends. They share views and information on nature, environment
and also music. When they physically meet at a youth conference in Sydney, they
learn more about the limits of natural resources and how our civilization may cope
with these. Inspired by a “mad scientist” who has unusual solutions to global problems and an Aborigin painter with interesting viewpoints of nature and society, they
try to discover how they can contribute to a more resilient and sustainable society.

- The unexamined life is not worth living. Socrates
- To live without philosophizing is in truth the same as keeping the eyes
closed without attempting to open them. Descartes

For the curious reader, the book also presents a summary on climate change, fossil
fuels, renewable energy, sustainability, resilience, genetically modified organisms,
natural disasters, ecological economics, great extinctions…

Keywords: environment, echology, fiction
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SIZES
13x19,5 cm

pages:

age:

320

8-12

SIZES
you can apply for teda

Pan Publishing
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19,5x23 cm

pages:
120

Rights sold:
Azerbaijani

Pan Publishing
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publisher

Art For Children from Osman Hamdi Bey to Picasso

Sarıgaga
Books

AUTHOR: Süreyya Evren / ILLUSTRATION: FATİH AKSULAR
AUTHOR:
establish
date

Artists are discovering new possibilities in different parts of the world. Art
continues to make unimaginable imagineable. It is a curious book! The book
is mainly concerned with artists’ activities; They ask themselves what can we
do. Its only promise is a journey through the world of art.
It tries to find answers to some questions with funny and special activities:
“what is art?”, “how can we live with art?”, “how can we wander in the museums?”,
“what are the diversities and innovations in the art world?”, “what are the art
movements of 20th century?”

2011

web
sarigaga
.com

Sarıgaga Books is a small, independent publishing house
founded in 2011. The publisher specialised in children’s
books, mainly picture books. Established in a cosmopolite city
where Asia meets Europe, Sarıgaga aims to provide timeless
stories and fascinating art that can help children become
happy members of a global society and respect the diversity
around them. We work with well-known Turkish illustrators like
Sadi Güran, Mustafa Delioğlu as well as Turkey-based Iranian
illustrators like Sahar Bardaie and Vaghar Aghaei. We introduced books of Javier Zabala, Alicia Varela (Spain), Catarina
Sobral (Portugal), Carll Cneut (Belgium, Flanders) and Matthieu Roussel (France) to young Turkish readers. We are proud
of publishing works of writers like Ebru Akkaş Kuseyri, Ayla
Çınaroğlu, Nalan Özdemir Erem, Gonzalo Moure, Geert de
Kockere, Didier Levy and Brigitte Minne. We try to contribute
to the intellectual and emotional growth of children by publishing good stories illustrated beautifully.

CONTACT PERSON: Esra Okutan (English & French) mail: esra@sarigaga.com

A SEED’S DREAM
AUTHOR:Nalan Özdemir Erem / Illustrator: Sahar Bardaie

Seed is the source of life. A kid who observes a seed sprouting from the ground and
gradually growing witnesses the greatest miracle in life. A Seed’s Dream tells of this
miracle in a poetic and visually enhanced style.
The story helps us recall the things we have forgotten for a long time. For the first
time, these forgotten things are introduced to kids with a seed’s journey. Throughout
the journey along with the seed, one comes across various elements like earth, wind,
rain, time, as well as moon, sun, birds and trees. Illustrations are prepared with the
techniques of water-colour and engraving. The unclean, ephemeral style reminds
us of nature and this ever-flowing connection between things that surround us.

Selected for the list of IBBY EUROPE
2014 for Turkish Language Books.

Keywords: art, children, museum
Keywords: seed, nature, environment
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SIZES
21,5 x21,5cm

pages:
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172

Pan Publishing
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SIZES
20 x20cm

pages:

age

36

3+

Sarıgaga Books
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Tarık and the White Crow

THE RED WORM

AUTHOR: The Polar Star Collective / Illustrator: Sadi Güran

AUTHOR: Esra Okutan / Illustrator: Sadi Güran

This book is written during a workshop organised by Sarıgaga Books. Ten
children from Somalia, Sudan, Persia and Afghanistan gathered to complete
the semi-structured story. The book, illustrated by Sadi Güran, tells the story
of Tarık who seeks asylum in a new and strange island. His friendship with an
albino crow brings him a happy ending.

Alya is a little girl who has an imaginary friend, a red worm. Each night
Alya tells the worm about the dream she wants to see, and the red
worm renders it. But one night red worm feels tired and he confuses
dreams. This is a book about how an imaginary friend may support
a child’s development.

The Special Jury Prize for
the Best Picture Book in 2012
Turkish Section of IBBY (ÇGYD)

Keywords: refugees, climatechange, conflict, migration
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SIZES
20 x20 cm

pages:

age

32

6+

BILINGUAL
TR-ENG

MY BUNNY SLIPPERS
AUTHOR: AYLA ÇINAROĞLU / ILLUSTRATOR: MUSTAFA DELİOĞLU

One night soft bunny slippers follow a beautiful, real bunny and they get lost in a
forest. They come across pink worms, a purple squirrel, a navy blue hedgehog and a
violet escargot... Some of them are friendly while some are not. What will happen to
bunny slippers? Is this a dream? If yes, who is dreaming? The cat, the frog or you? A
beautiful narrative of Ayla Çınaroğlu and magnificent illustrations of Mustafa Delioğlu
get together in the pages of the book.

Keywords: gettinglost, forest, dreams
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SIZES
29 x21 cm

pages:
24

Keywords: imaginaryfriend, dreams
age
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5+

Sarıgaga Books
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SIZES
20,5 x20.5 cm

pages:

age

28

3+

Sarıgaga Books
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publisher
SEV Publishing
and Educational
Trading Inc

establish
date
1996

web

SEV Publishing was established in 1996 as an institution of
Health and Education Foundation (SEV). SEV Publishing is the
owner of the brand Redhouse, which is the most well-known
brand for publishing dictionaries and has experience over
150 years. In 2006, SEV Publishing created the brand Redhouse Kidz and started publishing innovative and inspiring
children’s books. The publications of Redhouse Kidz include
fiction and non-fiction children’s books from 0-12 ages.

The Hedgehog and the Exhibit
AUTHOR: Özge Bahar Sunar / Illustrator: Ceyhun Şen

In a class set in the middle of a beautiful forest, the teacher gives an
assignment to her students: they need to practice writing the letter A.
But a young hedgehog is worried about what to do since he injured his
forefeet and cannot hold a pencil. In this story, readers will see how this
hedgehog comes up with the most creative solutions and uses different
techniques to create a masterpiece.

Imprint: Redhouse, Redhouse Kidz

redhouse
.com.tr

contact person: Burcu Ünsal (English) mail: bunsal@redhouse.com.tr

Rights sold: Spanish
(Territory: Spain)

The Fish in the Hat

Keywords: imagination, problem-solving, creativity, obstacles, picture book

AUTHOR: Melek Özlem Sezer / Illustrator: Denİz Üçbaşaran
AUTHOR:

you can apply for teda

On a hot summer day, a crowded family is having a picnic on the seaside. Suddenly,
a strong gust of wind throws granddad’s hat into the sea. The father quickly dives
in the water, and when he comes out, they see a bright red fish wiggling in the hat.
Not knowing what to do, they put the fish in a tiny bowl and bring it back home. That
night the family is awakened by the sounds of the sea. As the fish longs to turn back
to the sea, the house lives through different surprises each night. First it is covered
with seaweed, and then it is flooded by seawater. A poetic tale with beautiful illustrations on how we should respect the nature as it is.

SIZES
24 x 24 cm

pages:

pages:

32

3-6

English reading
copy is available

Soso’s Book of Compost
AUTHOR: Sİma Özkan / Illustrator: Orhan Ata

Composting can be quite a fun activity for toddlers who love to play with
mud and clay. In this story, we meet a little worm named Soso who lives
in a compost bin. Soso tells readers how to compost by explaining what
kind of foods and items decompose. Children will also meet the concept of recycling and ecology while they are learning how to compost.

Keywords: preserving nature, living together, family
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SIZES
22 x 28 cm

Keywords: ecology, composting, nature, recycling, bugs, picture books

pages:

pages:

36

3-6

English reading
copy is available

SEV Publishing and Educational Trading Inc
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SIZES
27 x 23 cm

pages:

pages:

32

3-6

SEV Publishing and Educational Trading Inc

English reading
copy is available
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Granny Meerkats Throw a Party (Series-2 Books)

Left or Right?

AUTHOR: Nİhan Temİz / Illustrator: Şebnem Aydın Gündüz

AUTHOR: Şİİrsel Taş / Illustrator: Gökçe Akgül

AUTHOR:

Knowing which way is right and which
one is left can be confusing for little
children. In this title, we travel to a forest with animals and learn directions.
This is an interactive book since the
author directly addresses the readers
and asks them to point to some elements on the right or left page. By the
end of the story, the author challenges
readers and asks them to complete
some tasks such as giving a kiss to the
right page while touching their right
elbow on the left page. All these elements are presented in a sweet story
taking place in a forest with birds, a
bear, a squirrel and a fox.

Two elderly meerkats move into a forest hut from their overly crowded
underground house. Their new house is just as they have dreamt of for
years: It’s in a forest yard with a great view. Granny meerkats organize a
party to meet forest animals but they make a huge mistake on invitations,
which leads to a surprisingly funny outcome. Granny Meerkats Throws a
Party includes three easy-to-read stories with twist endings, all written and
illustrated in a humorous style. Second title of the series will be published
in 2018.

Rights sold: Traditional Chinese
(Territory: Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan)

Keywords: directions, right, left, animals, forest, picture book
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SIZES
20 x 20 cm

pages:

pages:

36

3-6

English reading
copy is available

Tokyo
AUTHOR: Zeynep Alpaslan / Illustrator: Vaghar Aghaei

Tokyo is the story of an old lady and a little girl becoming close friends thanks to a cat named Tokyo. It
all starts when the old lady orders a pair of sandals
from the internet. At night she hears scratching and
meowing voices coming from the box of the sandals.
The voices she hears are coming from a real cat as the
sandals magically turn into a black cat! The cat, who
suddenly appeared, helps this old lady who has been
living as a hermit to overcome her anti-sociality and
become friends with the little girl living in the same
apartment. The illustrations prepared by the Iranian
illustrator Vaghar Aghaei contribute to the magical
atmosphere of this emotional and powerful story.

Keywords: animals, companionship, humour, living together, story book
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SIZES
17 x 20 cm

pages:

age

60

7-9

Keywords: companionship, loneliness, living together, pets
English reading
copy is available
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SIZES
12 x 18 cm

pages:

pages:

136

9-12

SEV Publishing and Educational Trading Inc

English reading
copy is available
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publisher
Timaş

Snowball: A Panda

Have you ever met Timaş Kids?

Kids

establish
date
1982

web
timascocuk
.com

Timaş Publishing offers great books to children, thanks to me.
It is established in 1982 and I was born in there. I have learned
a lot from Timaş but keep it under your hat. I work with many
people to introduce the greatest books to you. We ask many
questions to ourselves: ‘Which books do kids like?’, ‘What they
want to learn?’. Editors, authors, illustrators, graphic designers, pedagogues and teachers put their heads together and
start to write, illustrate and work with excitement and enthusiasm. Their only wish is to make readers happily read more
books, even keep these books for your children.
We are so happy to work for you. If your eyes shine and you
smile when you buy our books, this is the greatest gift for us.
We are so glad we have you. The number of books: 1500

AUTHOR:SEVDE TUBA OKÇU / ıllustrator: göktuğ karahan

A black Asian bear named Honey Bear adopts a little panda bear and the story of Snowball
begins. The book tells about the troubles he experiences when he tries to make himself
accepted among other baby pandas.
Snowball tries to be friends with Üzüm[Grape], Böğürtlen[Berry] and Zeytin[Olive] who all
are black Asian bears; however, they never accept him as a brother. One day these three
bears and their mother are confined in a cage. Luckily, Snowball bravely saves them and
becomes part of the family.
The book sheds light on the topics such as envy and peer victimization. Narrating an
alienated bear among other baby bears because of his difference, Snowball: A Panda
emphasizes the courage and the uniqueness of each personality. The book also invites
children to be sensitive to the environment. Snowball has to move to another place since
humans do harm to the natural life of pandas, bamboos.

contact person: Savaş Özdemir (English) mail: savasozdemir@timas.com.tr

Balino

Keywords: respect for differences, family, self-confidence, tolerance, love

AUTHOR: Anıl Basılı / Illustrator: Oğuz Demİr
AUTHOR:

you can apply for teda

Every night Hale sets out on a journey with the help of his mother’s tales. Due to his
wide imagination and curiosity, he dreams of arriving to the ‘Seas of Whales’ and
of being in the stomach of a whale.
Then one night, his fantastic journey begins and first, he turns into a raindrop, then
travels as a teardrop of a stork. In the end, he reaches his dream and goes down
into the stomach of a whale. Wha and Hale become friends.

SIZES
22 cm x 26,5 cm

pages:

pages:

32

4+

Where Do All Those Broken Hearts Go?
Author and Illustrator: GÜLŞEN ARSLAN AKÇA

What a question! It can break your heart. Really, where do all those broken hearts
go? Anyone knows? Or how do they sound when they are broken? How do we repair
them? By adhesive tape or a glue? Questions everywhere.

W-Hale is the story of a companionship for children who chase their dreams.

We always say it in front of our children: ‘My heart is broken.’ However, we never
know how they will think, react or imagine when they hear this. They will ask many
questions to understand and this book is a perfect answer.
With its brilliant illustrations, Where Do All Those Broken Hearts Go? is a ‘heart-warming’ book addressing to over 4 age group.

Keywords: imagination, companionship, love, adventure, family
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SIZES
12,5 x 19,5 Cm

pages:

pages:

64

7+

Keywords: short story, imagination, love, fellowship, philosophizing
English reading
copy is available

Timaş Kids
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SIZES
26 cm x 26 cm

pages:

pages:

36

4+

Timaş Kids
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Şİrİn- Don’t Give Me that!

Dead-end Olympics (Series- 5 Books)

AUTHOR: BİRSEN EKİM ÖZEN / Illustrator: SERNUR IŞIK

AUTHOR: MEHMET SALİH SIRMAÇEKİÇ / ILLUSTRATOR: SEZEN AKSU TAŞYÜREK

One day Şirin reads a tale and the whole tale world turns upside-down!
Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Snow White and Seven Dwarfs, Ferhat and
Şirin and many other characters in tales find themselves in an exciting and
interesting adventure with Şirin and her friends. Şirin becomes a guest in these
tales, and while having funny adventures, she shows other children that these
tales should have been questioned critically.

Inventor Nuri and his friends are cheerful kids who set their heart on sports. Their only wish is to build a sports club in their neighborhood; however, they also need a lodge for this club. In this series, you will find football games, bicycle races, strange inventions, social media videos, recycling days, friends in the orphanage, ‘Grade 3’ meetings, their funny dog; Çırak and many more.
Get ready for entertainment, comedy, adventure, sports, collaboration, and companionship!

Other Books in the Series:
-Strong Weight-lifter is Coming!,
-The Sports Lodge,
-The Most Famous Video,
-Football or Wedding?,
-Bicycle Race

All this time, they have told us nonsense tales.

Keywords: world tales, entertainment, adventure, comedy, tale characters
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SIZES
15 cm x 21 cm

pages:

age

144

9+

The Little Dot
AUTHOR: FATMA İŞLER

This is the story about the self-discovery of a little, black dot. The story begins when
this little dot questions its existence and travels the world with its friend, Rüzgar.
While traveling through four seasons, the protagonist meets someone every season
and have a talk with them.
With its rich content and brilliant illustrations, The Little Dot is an intriguing book
both for children and parents.

Keywords: self-discovery, nature, seasons, imagination, short story
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SIZES
22 cm x 26,5 cm

pages:
40

Keywords: sports, collaboration, companionship, comedy, social media

age
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SIZES
12,5 cm x 19,5 cm

pages:

age

96

9+

Timaş Kids
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publisher
Tudem
Publishing
Group

establish
date
1984

web
tudem
.com

Tudem Publishing Group, consisting of seven sub-brands, has
been active in educational and cultural publishing sector for
34 years. The vision of the publisher is to reach our dream life
with the help of a qualified education and literature; therefore, it believes that every published book is one of building
blocks of this constructed dream life. With an awareness of
the responsibility of the publishing sector, the publisher has
a sensitive understanding of presenting a qualified content
along with an elegant design in both educational and cultural books, as well as prioritising the reader in the production
process.

Numbers in the Sea
AUTHORs: Dİdem Ünal / ILLUSTRATOR: Oğuz Demİr
AUTHOR:

In the hope of catching some fish, fishermen throw their nets to the sea. However, all
animals got caught in the nets are baby marine animals. Then, mother marine animals gather and make a tricky plan to put fishermen off from catching their babies.
Throughout the story, the number of objects and animals gradually increases. It is
possible for children to count any object or animal they want.

For our books in other languages: www.silvaliterary.com

contact person: Aslı Candaş (English, French, German and Turkish) mail: Asli.c@tudem.com

Whiny the Kitty (Series-7 Books)

Keywords: sea, nature, solidarity, struggle, environmental protection, picture book

AUTHOR: Ayla Çınaroğlu / ILLUSTRATOR: MUSTAFA DELİOĞLU
AUTHOR:

Sassy Whiny is the only kitty in her family, and she is shy about leaving home and meeting her peers. The story starts with her first
school day. Although she pretends to be ill, she still goes to school and realises that being a student is not so bad. In the following
chapters, she learns how to get rid of her dependency on subjects, how to follow rules in the park, how to find a solution for a
difficult situation as well as how to share her stuff and invite her friends.
Books narrate a kitty who starts a school and socialises with her friends for the first time. These educational books not only tell
children that challenges in life are temporary, but also reflect on how to manage and overcome those challenges.
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SIZES
20,5x25,5 cm

pages:

age

32

4+

English reading
copy is available

What Did We Plant in the Garden?
AUTHORs: Yıldıray Karakiya, Banu Aksoy / ILLUSTRATOR: ZEYNEP ÖZATALAY

The little child is curious about what his parents have planted in the garden
but they trick this little boy by saying that they have planted fantastic, terrifying
plants that scatter dirty things. The boy repeatedly asks this question and every
time, he gets a different answer. At the end, he discovers that they have planted
strawberry seeds. When the family gather for dinner, his little lizard pet realises
those strangely growing plants coming towards him.

English reading
copy is available

Keywords: school, individual and society, single-child, experiences, pre-school, picture book
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SIZES
20x20 cm

pages:

pages:

36 (each book)

4+

Rights sold: Chinese
(Territory: China

Tudem Publishing Group
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Keywords: imagination, dirty things, humour, pre-school, picture book
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SIZES
20 x 20 cm

pages:
32

Tudem Publishing Group

age
4+

English reading
copy is available
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publisher

The Rain-haired Girl

Yumurcak
Publishing

AUTHOR: Çİğdem Gündeş / ILLUSTRATOR: MAVİSU DEMİRAĞ

The Rain-haired Girl is a fairy living in rainforest. Every time she combs her hair,
it rains. She wonders about the outside of the forest and one day, she gets on
the back of Phoenix and travel other places. There is a drought in most of the
countries that she visits and people are unhappy. She combs her hair and make
it rain to help them. However, she combs her hair so much that her magical
comb is broken in the end. Fortunately, people give her a comb as a sign of
their companionship. It is not a magical comb but whenever the Rain-haired
Girl combs her hair, it rains in the forest and in other countries.

establish
date
2004

Yumurcak is founded in 2004 in Istanbul. We are publishing
about early learning books. We publish for kindergarten education, activitiy, educational books, board books, stories,
puzzle books and related. Our catalog has more than 300
books published. Yumurcak enjoys international publishers
view. We have our books published in 6 countries by different local publishers. We also participate in Bologna, Frankfurt
and Istanbul Book Fairs.
Field of Activity: Educational books for young readers of 0-8.
Children’s books. Board Books. Picture Books.

web
yumurcakyayinlari
.com.tr

Awarded
by 2003 Tudem
Literary Award

20.000
copies

Keywords: tale, fantastic fiction, companionship, drought and rain, picture book
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SIZES
20 x 20 cm

pages:

age

32

4+

CONTACT PERSON: Mustafa Doğru (English) mail:mdogru@yumurcakyayinlari.com.tr

English reading
copy is available

Values Stories (10 Titles)
It is well-known that children learn easily by listening and playing. Stories help the children in many ways.
Value Stories Set consists of ten original and value stories as well as some questions in the end. The books are supported with video
animation.
There are 10 basic values in this set and the values are told with different characters.

Whoops! This Kid is Defective!
AUTHOR: Suzan Geridönmez / ILLUSTRATOR: ÇAĞDA VERA KILIÇARSLAN

In a world that perfect children are raised in private factories to be sold to families,
Mr. Tayfun, a middle level manager, learns that he will soon get a promotion, and
decides to purchase his second child. He already has a clever, hardworking and
beautiful daughter, Sumru. One day Mr. Tayfun purchases Fırat, a boy marketed as
‘a first-class’ in the discount, and brings him to home. He seems alright except his
freckles, but actually Fırat farts all the time. At first, the family create trouble about
the issue; however later, they decide to educate and fix the child. Sumru realises that
Fırat is not a typical child; he farts out all of the ideas that he should keep to himself
and be obediendt. He is an anti-authoritarian, and these two close friends decide
to change the on-going system.

Keywords: differences, individuality, solidarity, anti-authoritarian, novel
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SIZES
13.5 x 19.5 cm

pages:

age

120

9+

English reading
copy is available

Tudem Publishing Group
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SIZES
22x22 cm

pages:

age

14 full-color
throughout

4-5-6

Yumurcak Publishing
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Exciting Stories Set (10 Titles)

Basketful of Stories (10 Titles)
AUTHOR: Fİlİz Gündoğan

It is well-known that children learn easily by listening and playing. Stories help the
children in many ways. Exciting Stories Set consists of ten original and exiting stories
as well as some questions in the end. The books are supported with video animation.
There are 10 basic values in this set and the values are told with different characters.

you can apply for teda

SIZES
22 x 22 cm

pages:
14 full-color
throughout

Great books to help children start reading. Short stories about animals with brilliant illustrations. Each book has some questions in
the end of the book as well. Each story has a moral value to mention with Comprehension Tests.

age
4-5-6

Denİz (2 Titles)
AUTHOR: Pınar Kurban

Welcome to the most joyful class of the country. Our hero
Deniz and his friends has a never ending adventure in the
school after they found a box in the headmaster’s office.
Aysun teacher gets dizzy in the classroom and this makes
Deniz and Toprak in trouble. Deniz does not like the school
much and asks help from Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror.
What is more there is a short film project from Ece in the
school and things get more and more complicated. Deniz
has dreams about living on another planet and be a president that has skaters, Toprak speaks with insects, Kuzey is
addicted to his mobile, and Ece wants to be a director in the
future, Sude is a tough vegeterian and an animal lover. Are
you ready to meet Deniz and his friends?
1.The Mystery of the Box
2.Ghostbusters
Keywords: fiction, novel, adventure
you can apply for teda
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SIZES
13.5 x 21.5 cm

pages:
112

Keywords: imaginaryfriend, dreams
age
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Carpe Diem Publishing
Çizgi Publishing
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Martı Publishing Group
Nar Publications
Tudem Publishing Group
Young Timaş Publishing
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publisher
Carpe
Diem
Publishing

establish
date
2005

web
carpediemkitap
.com

The Carpe Diem Publishing is established in 2005 with the aim
of publishing books for young readers. It led the way for ‘Publishing for a Specific Audience’ in Turkey. It has published
young adult books and series of novels and stories especially
dealing with universal values. It has become a place where
young authors find a voice and original book ideas spring to
life. The Turkish Literature has gained tens of young authors
thanks to the Carpe Diem Publishing. Its books have been
popular among middle school students while becoming
‘best-sellers’ and ‘long-time selling’ books under the section
of ‘young adult literature’ at bookstores, which was a first. The
books of the Carpe Diem Publishing have been recommended
in schools and colleges. It also took the lead in many civil society projects that aimed at training young authors.

An Educated Pen
AUTHORs: Ömer Sevİnçgül
AUTHOR:

Although the protagonist is a teenager aspiring to become a writer, the series tackles
different types of people in society as well as their stories. We can think of it as a
juvenile fiction that is composed of candid and warm-hearted stories.
At the same time, notions like writing, the power of words, chasing one’s dreams,
bibliophile, companionship and family relations are among the concepts addressed
in this book.
Other Books in the Series:
- Life Is Good When You Love - Give My Sleep Back - Mervin
- Mom, Why Don’t Cats Have Hands? - With but Without You

Number of published books: 179

Translation copyrights:
3 books from the series are sold to Germany.
A pre-contract is signed with Albania

contact person: Savaş Özdemir (English), Sibel Talay
mail: savasozdemir@timas.com.tr, sibeltalay@carpediemkitap.com

Keywords: writing, the power of words, discovering skills, bibliophile, dreams

Unbelievable Adventures:

How did I become a phenomenon? (First book of the series)
you can apply for teda

AUTHOR: Salİh Uyan

What might happen to a high school student in his daily life becomes a fun adventure
in this series? While the protagonist is Efe, the secondary characters are his family
and friends.
In the first book; Efe and his friends set out to become phenomena and go through
a very unique journey.

160

10+

Our protagonist in the series is Detective Milas who studied maths and has worked
on cryptology. He is not a cop himself, but he works with police headquarters in
Istanbul. The police consult his expertise in some cases.

All of a sudden, Efe and his friends become popular, but in a way that they have not
expected. A social experiment with good intentions turns into a nightmare for Efe and
his friends for a while. Having faced the dark side of cyberbullying, the kids get off
the hook by writing a new scenario with the help of their teacher.

Our secondary character is Engin Ar who is Milas’ best friend’s brother. Engin is
an adorable teenager who goes to high school, trains for the Math Olympics, and
loves solving intelligence games… He also dreams of becoming a detective one day.

Meanwhile, they go through the adventure of their lives; the dynamics of their friendship becomes stronger, tears are shed, laughter is burst into, and in the end, the
goodwill wins.

Other Books in the Series:

In every book, there is a different criminal case to be solved, and each book ends
with an unexpected ending while giving the reader a tumble.

- A Hidden Clue
- The Revenge of the Sultan
- Mysterious Lines

SIZES
13,5 x 21 cm

pages:

age

160

+10

Keywords: crime, adventure, intelligence games, cryptology,
Istanbul, historical places and mysterious events
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age

AUTHORs: Kayahan Demİr

Keywords: youth, adventure, universal humanitarian values, humor, school life, generation

94

pages:

Detective Milas and Cryptic Cases

Efe’s emotional posts on social media result in his friends’ mocking him and his parents’ getting mad at him. The result: No more social media. However, the ban gets
interrupted by such a good project that nobody can complain about.
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Carpe Diem Publishing
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The Lad in the Neighbourhood

Hi, My Name is Seca (6 Books)

AUTHOR: Yusuf Efe Göçer

AUTHOR: Ömer Sevİnçgül

The protagonist of the series is Mert, who is an honest and a candid boy, just like
his name suggests. This is his adventure of finding himself. While reading his interesting story, we also witness family values, the importance of companionship,
and different life stories.

Our protagonist is a smart girl, Seca. She is at an age where she is trying to
figure out her character and skills. A girl curious about literature, interested
in philosophy. She is especially intrigued by existential philosophy. She likes
reading as well as writing.

Other Books in the Series:

One day she meets a writer on the internet, a mysterious man. Then a beautiful friendship starts. They talk about anything related to life… A strong bond
develops between her and this man she has never seen before. He becomes
Seca’s life coach. He helps her find answers to her own questions. He becomes
a friend that helps her uncover her skills; someone that guides her through her
relationship with her family and friends. The more they share, the more interesting and diverse the talk becomes. In time, some unexpected events take place.

- Objection!
- My Weird Story

Thanks to its plain language, fluent narrative, vivid characters and the simple
perspective it brings even to the deepest issues, this series does not only attract
young readers but also has acquired appreciation from parents and teachers
in Turkey… It is widely recommended in schools and has sold many copies.
The author of the book himself has been working intensively on book events,
author appearances, and workshops.

Keywords: love, humanitarian values, youth, Anatolia, adventures of life
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SIZES
13,5 x 21 cm

pages:

age

160

+10

Other Books in the Series:
- There Is Someone Who Loves You

Sweet, Little Azra:

- Eternal Life Awaits You

You Didn’t Hear It from Me (First book of the series)

- You Need a New World

AUTHOR: Büşra Nebatİ

- Open Your Heart to The One Who Owns It
Our protagonist in the series is Azra, who is a high school student. She has a sister
and a brother. Azra tells us her experience of puberty in a very amusing way. Even
casual incidents in her daily life become interesting thanks to her joyful descriptions.

- There Is a Time for Everything
- I Couldn’t Leave You to Yourself

While reading a young girl’s daily life adventures, we follow the characters of mother,
father, teenager, teacher, relatives, and neighbors entertainingly.

English, German and Bosnian
sample texts are available

Translation copyrights: Germany, Sarajevo,
Albania, Egypt, Abu Dhabi (the Emirates)

Keywords: youth, school life, humor, friends, family
you can apply for teda
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SIZES
13,5 x 21 cm

pages:
160

Keywords: youth, philosophy, discovering skills, respect for diversity, belief, and existence
age
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publisher

publisher

Çizgi

Kalem

Publishing

Foundation
Publications

establish
date
1991

web

Çizgi Publishing is established in Konya in 1991. Although
headquarter of the publishing house is still in Konya, a new
branch is opened in İstanbul in 2017. In addition, the publishing house embodies three more sub-brands which are Kayalıpark, Tebeşir, and Kitaparası. Also, Çizgi won ‘The Publisher
of The Year’ award given by Turkish Authors’ Association in
2014.

establish
date
2015

web
kalemvakfi.org.tr/

cizgikitabevi

basin-odasi/

.com

yayinlarimiz

z dation Publications, established in 2015, started its publishing career to contribute the literary culture and bring its
experiences to future. Besides its 17-year experience in educational activities, Kalem aims to release books in the areas
of humanities, education, parental education, teacher education, social sciences, children’s and young adult literature
and Ottoman Turkish. Most of our authors are teachers.
Books are produced in the light of following inventive methods, especially supporting children’s and young adults’ identity, personality development and intellectual profundity as
well as offering parents and teachers a guidance to develop
suitable methods.
It is our wish to address everyone interested in humanities
and educational sciences as well as in sharing educational
thought.

contact person: Ramazan ARLI (English) mail: bilgi@cizgikitabevi.com
contact person: Edibe Çiftbudak (English), Sezanur Sezgin (English)
mail: edibe.ciftbudak@kalemvakfi.org.tr, sezanursezgin@gmail.com

A Book for Youth
AUTHOR: Hasan YILMAZ

War Stories of Bahtiyar Arslan
Life is about asking a range of questions meanwhile finding answers to those questions.
The secret of a happy and a successful life is to ask the right question and choose
the most suitable answer. With the help of this book written from an unusual content
and style, young people will not only learn to ask efficient questions but also tend to
think clearly and decisively without confusion.

AUTHOR: Ergün Tanlak
AUTHOR:

The book is composed of two stories. Giving the name of the book,
the first story tells Bahtiyar Arslan who lives in the 21st century and
mingles with history books. He thinks he is a janissary in Ottoman army.
Being always ready for a military expedition, he even renounces from
wearing a jean since it is against the conquest spirit. For his own sake,
his circle of family and close friends want him to get a job with social
security benefits as well as a wife. As he cannot stop his conquest
spirit and believes that he is a janissary, his perception of the world
and his inner circle changes, which causes many other problems.

This book:
·strikingly shows how we restrain ourselves from reaching happiness and success
because of our conditioning.
·includes necessary methods for self-discovery as well as radical changes for a happy
and productive life.

In the second book of the series, Novice Dreams, tells a bookworm who
is a novice in life. One day the protagonist’s boss asks her/his to be a
jury member in a short story contest. As s/he has no self-esteem, her/
his friends don’t show respect and appreciate him/her. Besides, s/he
attaches so much importance to this duty that s/he is overwhelmed
by it and faces dilemmas due to her/his lack of self-confidence and
self-respect. At the end of the book, it is not clear whether it is a
success story or not.

·shares techniques for changing negative beliefs and leading a happy, successful
and a healthy life.
·strengthens characteristics of self-knowledge, self-love, self-esteem, and self-acceptance.
·guides to think about consequences instead of making excuses for failure.
·shows how to obtain information as well as to control and solve problems by using
the right method.

Keywords: youth, children, self-confidence, motivation, self-knowledge
Keywords: globalisation, janissary, parody, modern life, alienation, story
you can apply for teda
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publisher
Martı
Publishing
Group

establish
date
1998

web
martiyayinlari
.com

publisher

Martı Publishing Group is established in Istanbul in 1998.
Starting its publishing life with translated books, it aims to
bring world literatures to Turkey. In its catalogue, there is a
wide range of books including fiction, non-fiction, children’s
and young adult books. After ten years, it opened two subbrands and include Turkish literature to its repertoire. By publishing more than ten books every month, it offers fantastic
books, novels, detective stories and self-help books. Apart
from adults’ books, Martı also releases children’s literature. It
not only aims to create diversity by bringing world literatures
to Turkey, but also support the promotion of local literature
to abroad. Number of published books: over 1000. Imprint:
Novella Publishing (Women Fiction), Novella Dynamics (Young
Adult)

Nar
Publications

establish
date
2007

web
naryayinlari
.com

Nar Publications is established in 2007. The name of the publishing company, ‘nar’, is a reference to a word in Turkish: a
pomegranate. As the pomegranate yields hundreds of grains
when its crust is opened, and as it is pleasing for its color
and flavor, the books published by Nar Child Publishing are
aimed at giving such abundance, color and pleasure. It publishes books under genres of fairy tale, story, novel, playbook,
poetry, travel etc. Nar Child Publishing embodies renowned
authors of the children’s literature, many of whom received
awards in Turkey. The company is also awarded as the ‘Children’s Publisher of 2008’ by ESKADER. Up until today, it has
published more than 450 books, both local and foreign. We
believe that Nar Child Publishing will exist as long as children
exist in the world.

contact person: A. Deniz Topaktaş (English) mail: deniz@martiyayinlari.com
contact person: Tayfur Esen (English) mail:tayfur@naryayinlari.com

The Emperor
From Manzikert to Söğüt

AUTHOR: Mürşİde Toslak
AUTHOR:

Sultans of Anatolian Seljuk
This is the story of Lir Adalı, a wide-eyed, introverted girl who, after ages, comes back
to the place she belongs and rises from her ashes like a phoenix. Enriched with quotes
from famous poets such as Dante Alighieri and Edgar Allen Poe, the novel begins with
the “This story is inspired by real persons and events” forewarning. Grown as a lonely
orphan in an orphanage Lir Adalı is newly graduated from Boğaziçi University with a
degree in history. Her life has always been a struggle, but she still chooses to believe
in the silver linings in life and not giving up in the face of adversity. She puts little trust
in anyone, always looks out for herself. Then comes the day she meets Ezra Zalman.
He brings with him feelings unknown to Lir, and she gradually starts to confide in this
stranger. Along with his perfect looks, Ezra is also a member of an old-line family
known around the world, his late mother being the daughter of a Jewish family rooted
in Istanbul. Despite all his efforts to seem like he’s avoiding her, Ezra Zalman begins
to take an interest in Lir, who gets her name from the heavenly instrument of angels.
Ezra has an ulterior motive, and he makes Lir believe that his life is in grave danger
and his enemies will come after her for seeing him, thus he pulls her into his world as
well. Here, the things she comes across and the secrets she becomes familiar terrifies
Lir. Ezra Zalman is a high member of the Ariav cult.

AUTHOR: Ahmet Efe

They came from Central Asia’s steppes by riding their horses. With justice flags
in their hands, their aim was to dominate the world.
They were sons and grandsons of Seljuk Bey. While Tughrils, Chaghris, Alp Arslans and Malikshahs established the Great Seljuk Empire, sons of Qutalmish
became the founding fathers of Anatolian Seljuk Empire that existed 243 years.
After Manzikert, they stepped in Anatolia and made that area their home at
the cost of their lives. Their foundation dominated the world for over 600 years.

Ariav is an organism which dates back to middle age and contains only twenty-one noble figures. Only two noble family from Turkey
are members of the cult. The members of the cult rule the entire world, then again, the economy, politics and trade of nations are in the
hands of these rich families. A week later, Lir is to witness the Istanbul wing/team of Ariav’s monthly meetings secretly, which shatters the
world she knows. From then on, it is only a matter of time before fate intervenes.

Keywords: true story, religious rituals, art, thriller, love
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Keywords: sultans of Anatolian Seljuk, Konya, Holy War, Suleyman Shah, Söğüt

20.ooo
copıes

Martı Publishing Group
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Translation copyrights:
Arabic (Saudi Arabia)

Nar Publications
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publisher

From Söğüt to Vienna –Sultans of Ottoman

Tudem
Publishing
Group

AUTHOR: Ahmet Efe
AUTHOR:

establish
date

Reaching all the way to Vienna, they own over 20 million square kilometers borderline in continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. Having more than a 600-year
story, they imprinted on world history. Thirty-six sultans belonging to the same
dynasty reign in that period.

1984

web

From Osman Ghazi to the last sultan, Mehmed VI, sultans’ reign period differs
from ninety-seven days to forty-six days. Their life stories are quite interesting
and exemplary.

Tudem Publishing Group, consisting of seven sub-brands, has
been active in educational and cultural publishing sector for
34 years. The vision of the publisher is to reach our dream life
with the help of a qualified education and literature; therefore, it believes that every published book is one of building
blocks of this constructed dream life. With an awareness of
the responsibility of the publishing sector, the publisher has
a sensitive understanding of presenting a qualified content
along with an elegant design in both educational and cultural books, as well as prioritising the reader in the production
process.

tudem

For our books in other languages: www.silvaliterary.com

.com

contact person: Aslı Candaş (English, French, German and Turkish) mail: Asli.c@tudem.com

Garbage Plaza
AUTHOR: Mİyase Sertbarut

Garbage Plaza and Elite Plaza are two neighbour towns. Garbage Plaza
is situated next to dumpsite, and its people make their living by selling the
stuff they collected from that site. Living with his family, Fırat is one of the
residents of Garbage Plaza. The other Plaza is isolated with high walls and
security systems. The children of this Plaza always feel ill due to their low
immune system since they never left the area. The clinic chief in the Elite
Plaza makes a dirty plan; by taking blood samples from high-immune
children of Garbage Plaza, he will inject those as a vaccine to children of
Elite Plaza. In the name of vaccination campaign, he starts taking samples.
Whereas the children of Elite Plaza get well, the children of Garbage Plaza
get ill. An idealist doctor realises the situation and looks for a legal solution.
In the end, the clinic closes down and clinic chief disappears. Although
the Ministry of Health seeks to unite all the children, rich families run away
other places. And the life goes on as it is in Garbage Plaza.

76.000 copies

Keywords: sultans of Ottoman, Söğüt, Bursa, Edirne, Istanbul
Keywords: social conflicts, misuse of science, family, neoliberalism, adventure
pages:
you can apply for teda
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Tudem Publishing Group

English reading
copy is available
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publisher

Tin Civilisation

Young
Timaş
Publishing

AUTHOR: İCLAL DİKİCİ
AUTHOR:

establish
date

When Atila cycles to school every day, Defne passes by him in a car with her father.
They both realise each other, however, they never have a chance to meet. One day,
there happens a traffic accident, ends up in a traffic jam and cars gradually pile
up. Then, people settle on top of this hill composed of iron piles, and entitle it as an
Autoville. Being a competitive businessman, Defne’s father becomes the president
of Autoville and the town comes to a state of authority. Atila finally meets Defne and
they exchange letters. Their only wish is to escape from this iron piles and move to
the small town-house of Atila’s grandmother. At that time, the president looks for
a way to sell the Autoville. In the end, Atila, Defne and her dog fly away from the
Autoville on their bicycles while the president runs away by getting on the helicopter
with full of moneybags.

1982

web
genctimas
.com

With the aim of bringing young people with the joy of reading, the Young Timaş Publishing has been in the business for 20
years with hand-picked literary works. It welcomes different
cultures, different colors and voices with its national and international publications.
Our desire to provide readers with works that are not merely
popular, but have a literary taste has been the main purpose
since the very beginning. In addition, we provide young readers with the opportunity to experience life by looking from
different perspectives and reading about other people’s lives.
Since its establishment, Young Timaş has brought many valuable authors from world literature into Turkish literature. Sharon M. Draper, Sally Nicholls, Jo Coterril, Hayley Long, Farhad
Hasanzadeh, Simon Nicholson are some of these authors. It
has also published the works of important young adult literature authors, of Hasan Nail Canat, Ahmet Yılmaz Boyunağa,
Yılmaz Erdoğan, Cem Gülbent, Özgür Balpınar, Rana Demiriz,
Kasım Tiryaki, Ayla Abak.

CONTACT PERSON: Merve Okçu (English) mail: merveokcu@timas.com.tr

Keywords: companionship, utopia, power, greed, social institutions
SIZES
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pages:

age
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11+

English chapters are
available

Let’s Touch the Sky
AUTHOR: Özgür Balpınar

Fingertips

Always-gets-in-trouble Deniz participates in a student exchange program with his
parents’ request, but accidentally finds himself in a tribal life in Africa… He tries to
adapt to this new life-style but he finds it difficult. He has to prove himself to the other
kids there. Although the kids are biased against him at first, they start to embrace
him as Deniz comes through for them.

AUTHOR: Seran Demİral
AUTHOR:

Through this journey, Deniz learns the importance of companionship, brotherhood
and sharing. While reading this book, we learn a lot of interesting facts about the
tribal life in Africa as well as their traditions. It also conveys the message that biases
are unnecessary.

Işıl, Mert and Doğan are three kids with their own discomforts. Doğan is blind from
birth and he has learned to live with it. However, he has a trouble with his family
who don’t want to accept the situation. On the other hand, Mert loses his sight
after a surgery. Doğan will help him get used to this new condition. Living with her
mother, Işıl is a teenager who rejects to grow up. She is a close friend of Doğan and
likes Mert. These three kids will support each other by touching their lives with their
fingertips, and teach love.

In the second book of the series, ‘Earth’s Heart’, we read the story of Bamba, who
comes to live with Deniz and his family via a student exchange program.

The book reflects on the effect of blindness on adolescents.

13.000 copies
are sold

Keywords: Africa, Turkey, nature love, tribe life, student exchange program

Keywords: adolescence, disability, family, love, companionship
SIZES
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Young Timaş Publishing
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DNA: Crime Scene Investigation

Paradocia (3 Books Series)

AUTHOR: Kadİr DEMİRCAN

DNA: Crime Scene Investigation is a book for those who are interested in the discovery of the DNA and how that discovery has changed forensic sciences. It tells us
the hardships and conveniences before and after the discovery of the DNA when
chasing down a criminal. While the book tells the process of catching a criminal
from giving a full description of someone to DNA tracking, it brings a different
perspective to forensic sciences. The tests and exercises that the author has put
within the book reinforces the relation between the book and the reader. The
result is a book that is applicable to all ages. DNA: Crime Scene Investigation has
the potential to attract especially the attention of popular science readers. Composing of people and experts from crime history, it is an intriguing science book.

AUTHORs: Cem Gülbent
AUTHOR:
Paradocia is the name of the universe of dreams surrounded by paradoxes. Three people who don’t know one another read
a book they find mysteriously. In the night they read the book, they transcend and arrive in a place called Paradocia. Here,
they are given different codes and assigned to different tasks. Thus, the mysterious game of the night starts. In order for them
to wake up and get out of this universe of dreams, they have to break the codes and complete the adventurous tasks. If not,
they won’t be able to wake up. Throughout the book, we wonder who is going to get out of Paradocia.

Other Books in the Series:
1. The Star of Justice and The Missing
Compass,
2. Passage of Secrets
3. The Neverland

Keywords: science, the discovery of DNA, forensic sciences, crime, fingerprints
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Keywords: clues, adventure, science-fiction, games
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Hebo: The Traveler to the River Country

SIZES
13,5 cm x 21 cm

pages:

age

300

11+

Earth’s Heart

AUTHOR: Kasım TİRYAKİ

AUTHORs: Özgür Balpınar

Hebo: The Traveler to the River Country is a book that may be enjoyed much more
by young adults and adults, but the story starts with a kid; a five-or-six-year-old kid
in short pants, a hero in the middle of nature. While it is hard for those kids who live
in big cities to get to know any living being, Hebo is surrounded by cows, chickens,
rivers, and hills. He questions everything around him; he is aware of his surroundings
and likes to discover by touching the rocks, water, and trees around him. He grows
up not by taking advices and listening to sermons, but by asking questions. This book
provides the reader with the warmth of a big family that falls apart as a result of
urbanization and technology.

Bamba is an exchange student coming from the Mbuti tribe in Africa to Turkey.
After his/her long journey, s/he finds himself/herself surrounded by buildings, no
trees or flowers around. S/he feels sorry to find out that in this country, flowers are
sold in exchange of money, vegetables and fruits are sold in plastic bags, and the
trees are on top of hills away from the cities. His/her peers spend hours in front of
this big box called the television, or in front of the computer with joysticks. They
can’t even see their hand in front of their face because of those mobile phones
that they always have in their hands. Bamba makes a decision: S/he will show
people what they have forgotten, and remind them of the joy of the streets, the
beauty of nature, the companionship of animals, the importance of sharing and
loving, and even though they seem not to remember, they are surrounded by all
the beauty they need.

Keywords: village life, technology, child spirit, neighborhood life, family
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A Night in the Hagia Sophia
AUTHOR: Rana Demİrİz
AUTHOR:

What would you do if you come across with a mystery that is 1500 years old?
Mihrimah works at Hagia Sophia. One day she comes across a piece of map and
finds herself in the middle of a two-thousand-year-old mystery. And she is not alone!
Ipek and Mehmet devote themselves to solve the quatrain and find the rest of the
pieces of the map since according to them, the map shows where Justinian hid his
golds in Hagia Sophia!
The mystery starts in the Basilica of San Vitale. When the clock hits midnight, they find
a piece of the map with the mosaic of Justinian’s eyes pointing at it. However, they
need to trust themselves to get it. It is not easy to access to the records of a church
in Rome and to uncover a thousand-year-old family secret that the last knight in
Venice managed to hide.
Hagia Sophia… The sanctuary that has connected the East to the West throughout
history. The first destination in the mystic East is the Diyarbakır walls, where they are
surprised by the Abbasid Caliphate Muktedir. The pieces were hidden on an island,
in the Aghtamar Church.
After completing this challenging journey, the real surprise awaits them at Hagia Sophia, where they spend the night. What they
find is protecting something older than the treasure they hope to see. The secret that made the Byzantine emperors, the Caliphate
and even the Crusaders collaborate, keeps being protected by the Ottoman dynasty. Why, after the conquest of Istanbul, did
Fatih the Conqueror come to Hagia Sophia and said it was the center of the world? Why did he have a golden cannon made?
Why did the Mahmud the Second have a library built inside the Hagia Sophia? What did Sinan the Architect hide in Selim the
Second’s tomb?
By the time they realize the secret is above their heads, it is already too late. They discover that they are not the only ones after
the secret, and it all becomes a deadlock. The defense mechanism of Hagia Sophia surprises everyone!
The dome of Hagia Sophia crushes in a way that they can’t tell whether it is an illusion or a real situation, and once the secrets
are out, we discover that the cats we come across throughout the book are actually the protectors of Hagia Sophia.
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Who Can Apply for Funding?
Only publishers located outside of Turkey may apply.
Which Documents Must Be Submitted to Apply?
• The original, wet-signed, wet-stamped application form. (The application form can be downloaded in
English or Turkish at www.tedaproject.gov.tr. After it has been filled out, signed, and stamped, it must be
sent to our postal address via either express mail or courier.)
• Documentation provided by the applicant’s own country, proving that the applicant is an active publisher
in the respective country.
• Contract proving that the copyright owner has granted the publisher permission to publish the work in
question.
• Contract with the translator.
• A copy of the Turkish edition of the work to be translated.
• A physical or electronic copy of the publisher’s catalog.
• Translator’s CV.
Please be aware:
• In the case of documents that are in a language other than Turkish or English, a summary of their content,
preferably in Turkish, otherwise in English, must be included along with them.
• Because the application form must be an original, wet-signed and wet-stamped form, it should be sent via
express mail or courier; however, documents such as proof of publishing activity, copyright agreement,
and translator’s contract in copy form, may be sent as e-mail attachments or via fax.
• Applications lacking any of the required documents and/or information will not be evaluated. Once the
missing documents and/or information has been provided, the application will be considered by the
Committee at the meeting for the subsequent application period.
• In the case of applicants from publishing companies in those countries for which permission must be
gotten from the relevant authorities before printing, or for whom publication of the work is possible only
on condition of approval by a higher authority, these must include, along with all other mandatory documents, the document granting permission to translate and/or publish the work in question, or the relevant
documents proving that permission has been granted by the relevant authorities.
• Because applicants are required to submit the application form itself in the original, both wet-signed and
wet-stamped, in the case of application forms sent via e-mail or fax, even if all other documents have
been submitted in full, the application will not be considered complete, and therefore will not be evaluated by the Committee, until the original application form is received.

Keywords: Hagia Sophia, art history, the Basilica of San Vitale,
the Cathedral of the Holy Cross Aghtamar in Diyarbakır, Justinian
SIZES
17 x 20 cm

TEDA is a grant program intended to foster the publication of Turkish literature as well as works about Turkish art
and culture in languages other than Turkish. Run by the Republic of Turkey’s Ministry of Culture and Tourism, it
is a subvention program for translation and publication, providing incentives to publishers abroad who wish to
publish Turkish literature and works on Turkish art and culture in foreign languages.
The TEDA Program, which began in 2005, allows foreign readers to access Turkish literature, and as well as the
opportunity to read about Turkey’s vast cultural wealth, in their own respective languages. In this way the Program increases the visibility of books by Turkish authors in the global book market.
The TEDA Program, which is run by the Ministry of Culture, provides funding for applications approved by the
TEDA Advisory and Evaluation Committee, with the aim of fostering greater circulation of Turkish literature worldwide.
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Evaluation Criteria
The TEDA Advisory and Evaluation Committee also takes into account the following criteria when evaluating
applications:
• The literary nature of the work
• If the publisher has received a TEDA grant in the past, whether or not the publisher has successfully met its
obligations regarding previously funded works.
• Level of translator’s experience.
• The publisher’s distribution and promotion strategy.
The TEDA Program gives precedence to applications for works of Turkish literature.
Applications for the following will not be considered by TEDA:
• Non-fiction books on topics such as medicine, natural sciences, applied sciences, social sciences (with the
exception of works about Turkish history whose publication the Committee deems beneficial), ecology,
and business.
• School books or lesson notes.
• Dictionaries.
• Magazines and other periodicals.
• Guide books, brochures, or pamphlets.
Once funding has been granted:
A bilingual (Turkish-English) Agreement is signed by the applicant (publisher) and the Ministry. Once the Agreement has been signed by the publisher and submitted to the Ministry, the grant amount approved by the
Committee is transferred in full, in the currency requested (either in Euros or US Dollars, depending on which of
these the applicant requested on the application form), to the bank account included on the application form.
Publishers who receive a grant are required:
• to publish the funded work within two years.
• to send 30 copies of the work free-of-charge upon publication to the Ministry.
• to inform the Ministry of any changes in the information or documents submitted during the application
process (change in translator, publication date, publisher contact information, etc.) within 15 days’ time.
• to update the Ministry on progress regarding the translation and printing of the work at least once every
6 months.
Application deadlines:
Applications are accepted year-round. Applications submitted to the Ministry are evaluated by the TEDA Advisory and Evaluation Committee, which convenes at least twice a year.
I. (Spring) Deadline for applications: April 30th
II. (Autumn) Deadline for applications: October 25th
Any changes in the deadlines are announced on the TEDA Project website (www.tedaproject.gov.tr).
Applications which reach the Ministry after deadlines are evaluated at the subsequent Committee meeting.

Contact

There has been a slightly change in our postal address, however the
deliveries sent to our previous address will be reached to us, but please
update our new address in your records as following:
Address:
T.C. Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı
Kütüphaneler ve Yayımlar Genel Müdürlüğü “TEDA Projesi”
Anafartalar Mahallesi, Cumhuriyet Caddesi No: 4 B Blok
06030 Ulus, ANKARA / TURKEY
Tel: +90(312) 309 90 01 (5 lines) (ext: 4088, 4089)
Fax: +90(312) 309 89 98
e-mail: teda@kultur.gov.tr
web: www.tedaproject.gov.tr
In case you have any problem in contacting with us through our official
e-mail address "teda@kultur.gov.tr",
you can send your e-mail to our other e-mail addresses "tedaproject@
gmail.com" or tedaproject@hotmail.com".

Istanbul Publication Sponsorship Project

What is İSTYADEP?
İSTYADEP (Istanbul Publication Sponsorship Project) is a sponsorship programme run by the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality (IMM)’s affiliate company Kültür A.Ş. (a.k.a. Culture Co.) that intends to lend support to publishers aiming to
translate and publish works that bring to light, preserve, and globally promote the cultural and artistic values of Istanbul.
What is the main objective of İSTYADEP?
In order to promote the culture of Istanbul on international platforms through a series of quality and original publications,
the project aims to encourage the translation of selected works of urban culture, academic research, history, arts and
children’s literature into languages other than Turkish and subsequently their dissemination in countries speaking the
respective language, thereby contributing to the promotion of the urban and national culture. Why is İSTYADEP needed? Serving as the capital of various civilisations throughout history, Istanbul is one of the few cities combining the past
and the future together. It is one of the principal duties of Kültür A.Ş., an affiliate company of the IMM, to preserve the
historical heritage of this city which is the crossroads of different cultures and transmit these values to later generations.
Founded to contribute to the cultural and artistic life in Istanbul by offering high-quality goods and servicesnand to carry
out various activities to promote the city’s cultural heritage at a global scale, Kültür A.Ş. strives, with its ever-increasing
efforts, to diversify the range of its services. Pursuant to the Guidelines set out by Kültür A.Ş. to promote Istanbul’s historical, geographical, cultural, and artistic heritage particularly in the rest of the world, prospective publications are
to be conditionally sponsored during the translation or printing stages.
What are the areas of priority for İSTYADEP?
The following areas shall be given priority in applications for İSTYADEP:
• City-themed books and guide books describing Istanbul’s tangible and intangible heritage, as well as its historical and
cultural values in an eloquent and popular style,
• Academic, historical and cultural publications that could potentially contribute to promoting the culture of Istanbul
and Turkey,
• Publications promoting traditional Turkish culture in various branches of fine arts, using classical and modern techniques,
• Children’s literature of high quality that is produced in line with development stages of children and youth as well as
their interests, tastes and expectations, and aiming to contribute to their moral development
Who are the potential applicants and how can they apply to İSTYADEP?
Only publications in a foreign language (i.e. other than Turkish) are eligible for İSTYADEP applications. The application
form and further information on İSTYADEP are available at www.istyadep.istanbul

What are the documents to be appended to the Application Form?
The following documents shall be appended to the Application Form:
• A copy of the applicant’s publishing license which is to be obtained from the authorities of his respective country,
• A copy of the contract with the copyright owner authorising the applicant for publication,
• A copy of the translation contract,
• Resumé of the translator,
• A copy of the original book to be translated,
• Corporate catalogue of the publisher (printed or digital),
• An official publication/translation licence granted by an authorised institution or a certificate of the relevant committee’s
approval in addition to the required documents for application, in circumstances where the publisher is officially required
to take permission from national authorities before publishing a work or in circumstances where the publication of a work
depends on a supreme board’s approval. The applicant shall append the Turkish or English translations of the application
documents in case they are written in a language other than Turkish or English. The application form (signed and stamped)
and the other required documents shall be sent to the following address via email: istyadep@kultur.istanbul
How is the assessment process for İSTYADEP applications conducted?
At least twice a year, the İSTYADEP Advisory Committee convenes to assess the pending applications and decides on the publishing houses deemed eligible for sponsorship. Applicant publishing houses are notified in writing about the assessment results.
What are the evaluation criteria for the applications to İSTYADEP?
During the process of evaluating the applications, the İSTYADEP Advisory Committee takes the following criteria into consideration:
• The literary quality of the work,
• The experience level of the translator,
• The publisher’s marketing strategies.
What types of works are most particularly encouraged for application under İSTYADEP programme?
İSTYADEP programme primarily supports the applications for “Istanbul-themed” works.
What types of works are NOT eligible for application under İSTYADEP programme?
The following types of works are NOT eligible for application under İSTYADEP programme:
• Works that can be classified under the fields of medicine, natural sciences, applied sciences, ecology and business world,
• Course textbooks, lecture notes, and academic conference proceedings,
• Dictionaries,
• Journals, magazines, and other periodicals,
• Leaflets or pamphlets.

What is the deadline for İSTYADEP applications?
Applications to İSTYADEP are open throughout the year. Applications duly completed without missing documents shall be
assessed in biannual meetings held by the İSTYADEP Advisory Committee. The deadline for the first application period ends
on the last work day in September 2018. The announcement date for the first assessment results is the last work day in December 2018. The deadline for the second application period ends on the last work day in April 2019. The announcement
date for the second assessment results is the last work day in June 2019. Any changes in deadlines and announcement dates
are to be announced at www.istyadep.istanbul
Can a title be sponsored if it has already been published in the native language of the applicant’s country?
The Advisory Committee shall assess the applications made for titles already published in previous years in the same country
and language in consideration of various criteria including the title’s characteristics, year of its publication or translation,
and its availability in the market.
What is the minimum print run for applications to the sponsorship programme?
For a title submitted to sponsorship application, the planned print run is to be a minimum of 1,000 copies.
When is the time of payment to the contracted publishers for sponsored titles?
Following the approval of the Committee’s decisions, a contract in two languages (Turkish and English) is to be concluded
between publishers and Kültür A.Ş. for each title. Once the translation of the first 10 pages of the sponsored title is sent to
and approved by Kültür A.Ş., the amount of financial support determined by the Committee shall be transferred at one
time, in foreign currency type (USD, or American dollar), and within a 30-day period to the bank account specified in the
application form by the publisher.

Contact
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, General Directorate of Culture Co. “İSTYADEP Programme”
Maltepe Mah. Topkapı Kültür Parkı, Osmanlı Evleri, 34010, Topkapı, Zeytinburnu, İstanbul, TÜRKİYE
Phone: +90 212 467 0777
Fax: +90 212 467 0799
E-Mail: istyadep@kultur.istanbul
www.istyadep.istanbul

What are the types of sponsorship under İSTYADEP?
Publishers may select on their application forms only one of the alternatives for sponsorship — i.e. either for “translation” costs or for
“printing” costs.
What are the obligations of the sponsored publishing houses?
• The application form and the other required documents shall be sent to the following address by mail or delivered by hand:
İstanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi, Kültür A.Ş. Genel Müdürlüğü “İSTYADEP Programı” Maltepe Mah. Topkapı Kültür Parkı, Osmanlı Evleri,
34010, Topkapı, Zeytinburnu, Istanbul, TURKEY. Phone: +90 212 467 0777, Fax: +90 212 467 0799
• A contract in two languages (Turkish and English) shall be concluded and signed between Kültür A.Ş. and each publisher that has been
granted the publication sponsorship for translating or printing the selected work.
• Sponsored publishing houses are required to publish the relevant work within two years following the signing of the contract and send
30 gratis copies of the said work directly to Kültür A.Ş.
• Publishers warrant that the logo of Kültür A.Ş. along with their own logo shall appear in due prominence on the jacket, title page and on the
binding of every copy printed and on all advertisements issued of the work by the publisher or their agents. Publishers also warrant that the
following notice shall be printed in each copy of the work on the back of the title page as follows: “This book has been translated/printed
with the financial support of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, Culture Co.’s programme titled ‘Istanbul Publication Sponsorship Project
(İSTYADEP)’.”
• Kültür A.Ş. may place limits on the print run without any time restrictions.
• Without prior consent of Kültür A.Ş., publishers shall not partially or entirely alienate the right to publish the sponsored title to others,
and shall not hire another translator for the work.
• Publishers are required to notify Kültür A.Ş. in writing within 10 days about any administrative or physical changes (address, contacts,
etc.) that might occur after their application.
• Kültür A.Ş. may request for certain information/documents concerning the sponsored title (progress of translation, printing process, etc.)
from the publisher, who is to send the requested information and/or documents to Kültür A.Ş. within a maximum of 15 days.
• The publisher shall inform Kültür A.Ş. in written at least once every 6 months from the date of the contract by mail delivery or via email
about the exact translation and publication processes of the work.
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